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Introduction 
 
The City of South Portland (the City) has a long history of planning for its future growth 
and development.  The Planning Board adopted the General Plan for the City of South 
Portland, Maine, in 1967 and has developed updated Plans twice since then. In 1992, the 
City adopted a revised plan that has served as the City’s land use and development 
policy for the past twenty years.  Subsequent to the adoption of the 1992 Plan, 
neighborhood plans were developed for Ferry Village, Willard, and Knightville/Mill 
Creek along with Project Plan that looked at a number of issues. 
 
This 2012 Update of the City of South Portland’s Comprehensive Plan serves as a guide 
for the decisions the City must make about growth, development, redevelopment, and 
change over the coming decade.  The Plan continues the City’s established long-range 
planning process, and creates a framework for managing future development.  In many 
cases, the recommendations of the 2012 Plan continue the basic policy directions set by 
the 1992 Plan.  In other cases, the 2012 Plan addresses emerging issues or provides a 
fresh look at ongoing issues. 
 
The 2012 Plan is divided into three parts.  Part 1 presents background information.  
Chapter One summarizes the key elements of the 1992 Plan and outlines planning 
activities conducted by the City of South Portland since 1992.  Chapter Two contains a 
detailed profile of the past ten years of residential and commercial development activity 
in South Portland.  Chapter Three offers summaries of the Plan’s thirteen inventory 
sections.  Full versions of the inventories are contained in Appendices A through M. 
 
Part 2 of the Plan sets out the Comprehensive Plan’s vision, goals, and policy 
recommendations.  Chapter Four sets out the City’s Vision for its future – what we want 
our community to be in ten or twenty years.  Chapter Five presents goals and policies for 
addressing issues facing the community related to all plan elements aside from land use.  
Chapter Six contains goals and policies for land use, including a Future Land Use Map, 
and a vision and detailed summaries of preferred use and development patterns for each 
land use designation. 
 
Part 3 lays out the actions needed to achieve the goals and policies proposed in Part 2.  
Chapter Seven addresses how South Portland should coordinate its planning activities 
with neighboring municipalities and regional organizations.  Chapter Eight sets out a 
detailed program for carrying out the various strategies, and assigns responsibility for 
the implementation of each strategy to a particular department, board, or agency.  
  Introduction 
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Chapter Nine identifies the capital investments needed to both support future growth 
and development and to enhance the community’s quality of life. 
 
The appendices to the Plan include the full inventories for the thirteen Plan elements, a 
copy of the City’s present Capital Improvement Plan, a copy of the City’s Economic 
Development Plan, and a summary of public participation in the development of the 
Plan. 
 
The Comprehensive Plan is intended to conform to the requirements of the State’s 
Growth Management Law for comprehensive plans.  As provided by state law, the Plan 
will also serve as the basis for the City’s zoning and land use regulations. 
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Chapter One: Past Planning Activities 
 
The City of South Portland has a long history of planning for its future growth and 
development.  In 1967, the Planning Board adopted the General Plan for the City of 
South Portland, Maine, prepared by Harris and Freeman (Cambridge, Mass.).  Much of 
the City’s current planning policy and zoning can be traced back to studies and plans 
completed in the 1960s.  In 1980, the City adopted a new Comprehensive Plan – the 
Growth Plan for the 80s – that charted the City’s course for the next decade of rapid 
residential and commercial development, especially on the west side of the City in the 
Maine Mall area.  The City adopted a revised Comprehensive Plan in 1992 that has 
served as the City’s land use and development policy for the past twenty years. 
 
The 1992 Comprehensive Plan was developed in the midst of an economic downturn 
following a decade of major growth and development, during which time both housing 
and commercial development were booming, and South Portland was increasingly 
becoming the commercial center of southern Maine.  The 1980s saw a significant amount 
of condominium and multifamily housing development, often on vacant land within the 
built-up area of the City. 
 
The following are the highlights of the 1992 Comprehensive Plan taken directly from the 
Executive Summary.  The City successfully implemented actions to address many of 
these topics, but some were not fully addressed and remain issues today. 
 
Accommodate the 7% population increase projected for the year 2000.  The transportation 
system, education, infrastructure, and recreation and open spaces are among the City’s 
resources that will be affected by growth. 
 
While the population growth was less than anticipated, the City continued to  upgrade 
and expand its facilities over the past twenty years.  During this period the City acquired 
and developed a large amount of recreation land and open space including increased 
access to the waterfront. 
 
Consider in planning decisions the inter-relatedness of housing, education, jobs, and the 
environment.  Community involvement is encouraged in South Portland. 
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While the City has looked at individual projects and needs, most decisions have taken a 
balanced approach. 
 
Strive to maintain and improve City services.  Explore new ways to finance community 
needs.  Impact fees, user fees, special assessment districts, and tax base diversification are 
among the alternative financing mechanisms to be explored. 
 
Over the past twenty years, the City has used a variety of approaches including Tax 
Increment Financing (TIF) as both a way to support economic growth and improve the 
City’s infrastructure.   
 
Maintain socio-economic diversity of population, by allowing both single family and 
multi-family housing that is affordable to a broad range of family incomes. 
 
The City has been a leader in providing affordable housing including enacting the first 
“affordable housing TIF” in the state and creating an innovative approach for 
accommodating infill single-family development in established neighborhoods. 
 
Provide increased job opportunities by encouraging the expansion of existing businesses 
and the formation of new businesses. 
 
Over the past two decades, the City’s economic base grew substantially including 
significant expansion in the semi-conductor industry as well as in the office and retail 
sectors. 
 
Offer diverse commercial and retail development opportunities in the Maine Mall area, in 
the Mill Creek/Knightville areas, and in the neighborhood commercial areas (Cottage 
Road, Willard Square, Pleasantdale (Broadway), etc…)  The creation of a 
Downtown/Village zone north of Broadway designed to promote small business and 
attract tourism is desirable. 
 
In addition to the commercial and retail growth in the Maine Mall area, the City created 
a Village Commercial District in Knightville which resulted in a number of infill 
developments that are keeping in character with the neighborhood. 
 
Make better use of the City’s waterfront by increasing the types and number of water 
dependent uses while ensuring public access. 
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While there has been little change in marine usage of the waterfront since 1992, public 
access to the waterfront has increased through projects such as Bug Light Park (a joint 
project of the City and Portland Pipe Line), the reconstructed pier at SMCC,  and Thomas 
Knight Park in Knightville. 
 
Protect important natural resources, including the harbor, rivers, streams, shorelands, 
floodplains, wetlands, steep slopes, scenic views, and forested areas.  Balance 
environmental concerns with development needs. 
 
In recent years, the City has undertaken a number of efforts to improve the quality and 
protection of the City’s natural resources.  These include continued implementation of 
the Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) mitigation plan, development of watershed 
management plans for stream watersheds, adoption of innovative stormwater 
management requirements, and adoption of a local freshwater wetland protection 
program that includes payment of mitigation fees. 
 
Work with neighboring communities regarding shared resources and common issues, such 
as transportation, parks and natural resources, and the harbor. 
 
The City continues to support and participate in regional approaches when these are 
cost-effective or provide improved services. 
 
Since the adoption of the 1992 Comprehensive Plan, the City of South Portland has 
undertaken a variety of plans and studies that have helped to shape the community’s 
goals and policies for growth and development.  These fall into two broad categories, 
area or neighborhood plans that deal with a specific geographic area of the City and 
topical plans or studies that address a specific topic or community service.  The 
following sections list some of the plans and studies completed over the past twenty 
years: 
A. Neighborhood Plans 
These plans were developed to provide more detailed policy guidance and action 
recommendations with respect to various neighborhoods in the City.  These plans were 
developed in conjunction with neighborhood organizations and interests and were 
adopted as addenda to the 1992 Comprehensive Plan: 
 
 Project Plan (Promoting Livelihoods and Neighborhoods) – November 1999 
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 Ferry Village Neighborhood Plan – October 2002 
 Willard Neighborhood Plan – March 2004 
 Knightville/Mill Creek Neighborhood Plan – October 2005 
B. Topical Plans and Studies 
Over the past twenty years the City has prepared or participated in numerous studies 
and planning efforts to look at various topics and issues facing the City.  The following 
are a number of the more significant plans and studies that address areas included in this 
update of the Comprehensive Plan: 
 
Natural and Marine Resources 
 The Willard Beach System:  Research Resource & Management Guide; Council 
adopted and incorporated into the Comp Plan, 7-7-2003 
 South Portland Conservation Commission Wetland Compensation Fund Planning 
Report, 2010 
 Delineation of the VE-Zone in South Portland, Maine, 2010 
 
Open Space/Recreation 
 Greenbelt Walkway Plan, 1987 
 Open Space Strategic Plan, received by the Council in June 2001 
 Clarks Pond Trail Plan, 2007 
 Mill Creek Master Plan, 2011 
 
Public Facilities – City Hall, Police Station, public works, sewers, stormwater 
 South Portland Police Station and Dispatch Center, constructed 1997 
 Long Term CSO Control Plan, 1999 
 South Portland Community Recreation Building at Wainwright Farms, completed 
2000 
 South Portland Municipal Center Plan, 2000 (not implemented) 
 Public Improvement Strategic Plan, 2010 
 South Portland Public Works Facility at the Highland Transfer Station, in design 
in 2012 
 
Housing and Community Development 
 Housing and Homelessness - A Comprehensive Assessment of Demand and 
Supply of Housing in the City, 2004 
 
Transportation including bike and pedestrian facilities 
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 Maine Mall Area Transportation Plan, 2000 
 Maine Mall Signal Study, 2001 
 Maine Mall Area Pedestrian Master Plan, 2001 
 Highland Avenue Connector Road Study, 2001 
 PACTS Regional Bike/Ped Plan Update, 2009 
 Impact Fee Development for the Broadway Corridor, Knightville, South Portland, 
2011 
 
Economic Development 
 An Economic Development Strategy for the City of South Portland, Council 
adopted 2007 
 City of South Portland Economic Development Plan – January 2012 
 
Disaster Preparation and Planning 
 Cumberland County Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2005 
 
Other 
 City of South Portland Municipal Strategic Plan, Council accepted 2011 
 City Council Sustainability Resolve #1-10/11  2010 
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Chapter Two: Recent Development Profile 
 
Introduction 
South Portland’s development profile identifies the patterns of residential and 
nonresidential development from 2000 through April 2010. The goal of this analysis is to 
identify where development occurred in the last decade and evaluate whether the recent 
development patterns are in line with the goals of the current Comprehensive Plan.  
 
For the purpose of this analysis, we divided South Portland into four areas based on 
historic patterns of development (for a map, see Figure 2.2). 
 
Intown: Older residential core including Knightville/Mill Creek and the 
waterfront 
Highland Avenue: More recent, suburban-style development 
Main Street: Post WWI and WWII development 
West of I-295: Industrial and commercial development   
 
From 2000 to April 2010, the majority of residential development in South Portland took 
place within the Intown and Highland Avenue areas. Industrial growth has been 
centered in the Main Street area, and commercial growth is dominant in the area West of 
I-295.  As of 2010, there were a number of approved but as yet unbuilt projects in the 
City, including a 63 unit single-family condominium subdivision along Highland 
Avenue as well as 276,831 square feet of office and retail space in the Maine Mall area.  
 
The following analysis of residential and nonresidential development is presented in 
three parts: 
 
Part A documents the number and location of new residential units built between 
2000 and April 2010. 
 
Part B outlines recent subdivision activity, including approved developments by 
type, location, and percentage built.   
 
Part C documents the total square footage of new nonresidential space built 
between 2000 and April 2010, including retail, industrial, office, and municipal 
developments.   
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A. Residential Development 
An estimated 939 new housing units were built between 2000 and April of 20101. Just 
over half were single-family houses, while over 30% were in multifamily housing (three 
or more units). These units were distributed throughout the City as follows:  
 
Intown: 47% (441 units) 
Highland Avenue: 26.2% (246 units) 
Main Street: 12.2% (115 units) 
West of I-295: 14.6% (137 units) 
 
More than two thirds of the residential growth in South Portland occurred during the 
first half of the decade (2000-2005). All four areas of the City saw the majority of their 
residential growth occur during that five year span, but Highland Avenue benefited the 
most; 80% of the area’s residential development from 2000-2010 happened during those 
high growth years. In turn, Highland Avenue saw less residential development (as a 
percentage of its total) than the other areas from 2005-2010, suggesting that the economic 
recession had a greater impact on Highland Avenue than other areas of the City.  
 
Intown: Of the 441 new units, 47% were single-family houses, 11% were in 
duplex/townhouse-style units, and 41% were in multi-family buildings.  The largest 
multi-family development was the RiverPlace project, which accounts for 136 of the new 
units.  Nine of the new multi-family units are part of the 20 E Street project, a 
community-housing development that provides condo-style housing for adults with 
disabilities. 
 
Highland Avenue: Of the 246 new housing units in the Highland Avenue area, 
approximately two-thirds were single-family houses while the remaining third were 
townhome developments. 
 
West of I-295: In the area West of I-295, all new units were multi-family and townhouse 
developments.  This is primarily due to the Brick Hill development project, which 
included apartment housing (96 units) as well as affordable and market-rate townhouse 
developments (17 units).  
 
Main Street: Of the 115 new units in the Main Street area, 108 were single-family houses, 
and seven were duplex or townhouses. 
 
                                                 
1
 Based on City of South Portland assessing and GIS data through April 1 of 2010. 
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Other: In addition to the new residential units, the new residence hall at Southern Maine 
Community College added 320 dorm spaces to the campus in 2008.  
 
Table 2.1: Residential Units Developed, 2000-April 1, 2010 
 
  Intown 
% of 
Total 
Highland 
Ave 
% of 
Total 
Main 
Street 
% of 
Total 
W of 
295 
% of 
Total Total 
2000-2005 321 46.2% 199 28.6% 79 11.4% 96 13.8% 695 
2006-April 
2010 120 49.2% 47 19.3% 36 14.8% 41 16.8% 244 
Total 441 47.0% 246 26.2% 115 12.2% 137 14.6% 939 
 
 
Table 2.2: Residential Development by Type, 2000-April 1, 2010 
 
  Intown 
% of 
Area 
Total 
Highland 
Ave 
% of 
Area 
Total 
Main 
Street 
% of 
Area 
Total 
W of 
295 
% of 
Area 
Total 
% of 
Overall 
Total 
Single 
Family 209 47.4% 158 64.2% 108 93.9% 0 0.0% 50.6% 
Duplex/or 
Townhouse 50 11.3% 88 35.8% 7 6.1% 29 21.2% 18.5% 
Multi-
Family 
Bldg. (3+ 
units) 182 41.3% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 108 78.8% 30.9% 
Total Units 441 
 
246 
 
115 
 
137 
 
939 
 
In 2007, South Portland adopted a new policy for the treatment of nonconforming 
residential lots (recorded prior to October 21, 2007). This policy aims to ensure that 
small‐lot infill homes are consistent with the look of the surrounding neighborhood. If a 
lot has less than 5,000 square feet of lot area or less than 50 feet of street frontage, 
proposed development plans must be approved by the Planning Board. Below are two 
examples of recent residential infill development: 
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Figure 2.1: Recent Residential Infill 
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Figure 2.2: New Residential Units Built, 2000-2010 
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B. Residential Subdivision & Multi-Family Housing 
 
Between 2000 and 2010, 32 new residential developments were approved in South 
Portland.  Of these, 17 were single-family subdivisions and 15 were townhouse or multi-
family projects. The majority of the single- and multi-family development occurred in 
the Intown and Highland Avenue areas.   
 
Table 2.3: Approved Subdivisions/Projects 2000-2010 
 
  Intown 
Highland 
Avenue Main Street 
West of 
295 Total 
Single-Family Subdivisions 7 7 3 0 17 
Lots Approved 36 172 27 0 235 
Lots Built 25 114 20 0 159 
% Built 69.4% 66.3% 74.1% n/a 67.7% 
Multi-Family Housing Projects 6 4 1 4 15 
Units Approved 209 90 7 218 524 
Units Built 174 82 5 197 458 
% Built 83.3% 91.1% 71.4% 90.4% 87.4% 
 
Nearly 70% of the lots in single-family subdivisions in the Intown area have been 
developed.  There are currently only 11 approved but 
unbuilt lots in single-family subdivisions within the 
area. 
 
In the Highland Avenue area, 172 lots were approved 
in seven single-family subdivisions.  Two have been 
fully built out.  One, Carlisle Place (photo, right), was 
approved in 2009. As of April 2010, only one model 
home out of the 42 approved units has been 
completed.  The remaining four approved projects 
have 17 buildable lots among them.   
 
Five of the multi-family housing projects developed in 
the last decade were apartment projects.  This 
includes RiverPlace (Intown) and Brick Hill (West of  
I-295).  RiverPlace (photo, right) is a luxury project 
while Brick Hill (photo, next page) is predominantly 
affordable units.  
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There were four major condominium projects 
completed in Knightville (Intown). The two 
largest projects, Mill Cove Landing and 
RiverWalk, are located on Ocean Street and 
provide first-floor office space.  Mill Cove 
Landing includes 27 units.  Only four were 
completed as of April 2010 but additional units 
have subsequently been occupied.  
 
In addition to these residential units, a new 
residence hall on the Southern Maine Community 
College campus provides an additional 320 
dormitory beds (Intown) (photo, right).   
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Figure 2.3: Residential Development Projects Approved, 2000-2010 
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C. Nonresidential Development 
 
Between 2000 and 2010, 1,517,357 square feet (SF) of new nonresidential space was 
created in South Portland.  More than a third of the space was in the 
retail/restaurant/service sector.  One quarter was in office and professional service 
development and another 19.1% was in industrial growth.  
Municipal/Charitable/Educational buildings made up 12.5% of the new nonresidential 
space in South Portland, and 7.5% of development was in the Hotel/Motel sector. 
 
Figure 2.4: Nonresidential Development, 2000-2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nearly 68% of the nonresidential space was 
developed within the area West of I-295. 
This includes the 2001 expansion of retail 
developments along Running Hill Road 
(277,051 SF) (photo, right).  Office park 
development in the area includes 
development along Gannett Drive (120,786 
SF) and John Roberts Road (87,136 SF).   
 
 
 
19.1% 
25.3% 
35.6% 
7.5% 
12.5% Industrial 
Office, Professional 
Retail, Restaurant, Service 
Hotel/Motel 
Municipal, Charitable, 
Educational 
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Visible change took place in the Intown area, which boasted 14.3% of total new 
nonresidential development.  Expansion in Knightville 
included four mixed-use buildings along Ocean Street, 
all of which include first floor office/retail space (12,195 
SF).   
 
Two new buildings on Waterman Drive and Ocean 
Street provide an additional 45,747 SF of new 
downtown office space (photo, top right). The 
development of a new strip mall along Broadway 
Avenue expanded the area’s available retail space by 
22,446 SF (photo, bottom right). 
 
Public sector development included construction 
related to Kaler Elementary School and Small 
Elementary School, a new fire station West of I-295, 
and a new sports complex off Highland Avenue.  
 
 
 
Table 2.4: Nonresidential Development (Square Feet), 2000 - 2010 
 
  Intown 
Highland 
Ave Main Street W of 295 Total % of Total 
Industrial 7,940 400 203,472 80,086 291,898 19.1% 
Office, 
Professional 60,569 0 4,596 321,223 386,388 25.3% 
Retail, 
Restaurant, 
Service 25,602 4,030 32,212 480,824 542,668 35.6% 
Hotel/Motel 0 0 8,870 104,969 113,839 7.5% 
Municipal, 
Charitable, 
Educational 124,418 13,355 5,291 46,834 189,898 12.5% 
Total Square 
Feet 218,529 17,785 254,441 1,033,936 1,524,691   
 
 
There are also a significant number of approved nonresidential projects within South 
Portland that were undeveloped as of September 2010, as summarized in Table 2.5.  
There were a total of four such projects for which the approval had lapsed, totaling 
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394,500 square feet of space. All are located West of I-295 in the Maine Mall area (see 
Table 2.5).  Among the properties, three are office developments and one is retail. 
 
 
Table 2.5: Unbuilt Nonresidential Inventory in Development Pipeline as of September 
2010 
 
Project Name Type Location Approval Status 
Sq. Ft. 
Approved 
Maine Mall Motors Automotive 
225 Maine Mall 
Road Under review 27,091 
85 Western Avenue Retail 85 Western Ave 
Site Plan approved, 
under construction 38,000 
Commercial Condos Retail 
363 Maine Mall 
Road 
Site Plan approved, 
under construction 
31,000 (4 
Pads) 
Lot #4 Brick Hill Office 20/30 Lydia Lane 
Obtained Substantial 
State & Site Plan 
approval, under 
construction 72,000 
Maine Mall 
Commons Retail 
415 Maine Mall 
Road 
Amended Site Plan 
Lapses Dec. 8, 2010 57,645 
Windward Business 
Park Office 
280 Gannett 
Drive 
Obtained Substantial 
State & Site Plan 
approval, under 
construction 
51,095 (8 
units) 
Long Creek Office 
Park Phase 2 Office 
225 Gorham 
Road 
Not in development 
pipeline - lapsed site 
plan 72,000 
505 Sable Oaks Office 
505 Sable Oaks 
Drive 
Not in development 
pipeline - lapsed site 
plan 45,000 
1515 Sable Oaks Office 
1515 Sable Oaks 
Drive 
Not in development 
pipeline - lapsed site 
plan 119,000 
Maine Mall 
Revitalization Retail 
363 Maine Mall 
Road 
Not in development 
pipeline - lapsed site 
plan 158,500 
      Total Planned 671,331 
      
Total Built and/or 
Under Construction 276,831 
      Automotive 27,091 
      Retail 95,645 
      Office 154,095 
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A September 2010 survey of vacant commercial spaces in South Portland by the Planning 
Department identified 78 such spaces.  While most of these are individual spaces in 
retail, office, or industrial buildings, some key vacant buildings at that time included: 
 
 100 Waterman Drive: vacant office building 
 72 Ocean Street: Mill Cove Landing mixed-use building 
 36 Thadeus Street: former Rollerdrome/Tupperware warehouse 
 150 Philbrook Avenue: former Sebago Brewing Company restaurant 
 301 Maine Mall Road: former Office Depot store 
 Maine Mall: former Filene’s store 
 125 John Roberts Road: vacant distribution warehouse 
 
Many of these spaces have been subsequently re-occupied such as the 100 Waterman 
Drive building which is now partly occupied  
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Figure 2.5: New Nonresidential Development Built 2000 to April 1, 2010 
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DATA TABLES 
 
Intown 
Name Address Map/Lot Year Approved Built 
Type 
of 
Project 
RiverPlace  Second St 80 8/82A;9/170 2003 144 136 APT 
  
   
144 136 
 Knightville 
Condominiums B St 75 15/70 2000 4 4 Condo 
Victoria Court Sawyer St 330 9/35A 2002 12 12 Condo 
RiverWalk Condos Ocean St 096 15/121,122 2003 10 10 Condo 
Village Court Condos Henley St 25 5/51A 2004 12 8 Condo 
Mill Cove Landing Ocean St 072 
15/113 & 
109A 2006 27 4 Condo 
  
   
65 38 
   
   
209 174 
 Beach Landing Condos Willow St 2/41A 2001 10 10 SFR 
The Oaks Latham St 5 26/75 2002 6 6 SFR 
Lowell Heights Lowell St 127 10/389F 2002 3 3 SFR 
Whitten Knoll Sawyer St 667 12/97 2004 5 2 SFR 
Dyer Farms Estates Highland Ave 0775 06/27/06 2006 4 3 SFR 
Marsh View 
Subdivision 
Sawyer Street 
681,689,698 12/95 2007 4 1 SFR 
Ocean Place Ocean Street 532 21/46 2009 4 0 SFR 
  
   
36 25 
  
 
 
Highland Avenue 
Name Address Map/Lot Year Approved Built 
Type of 
Project 
Conifer Woods 
Condos/APT Barnstable Rd 240 58/22 2002 36 36 APT 
  
   
36 36 
 Mulberry Lane Condos Barnstable Rd 238 58/2D 2003 8 5 Condo 
Parkway SD-Parkway 
Woods 
67 Gary L Maietta 
Pkwy 59/13A 2005 40 35 Condo 
Old Bog Road Condos 
7-17 Old Bog 
Road 57/19 2007 6 6 Condo 
  
   
54 46 
   
   
90 82 
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Elderberry Circle Elderberry Dr 58/21, 22 2003 7 7 SFR 
Highland Woods Highland Ave 57/19 2004 9 9 SFR 
Highland Meadows VI 
Highland Ave 
1300 58/21 2005 18 15 SFR 
Hawthorne Woods Fickett St 37/9,10,11 2002 19 15 SFR 
Grandview Estates V 
Highland Ave 
1001 57/5 2007 31 30 SFR 
Carlisle Place Carlisle Rd 20 54/7 2009 42 1 SFR 
Glenwood Farms II Barnstable Rd 58/2A,2B,2C,2D;59/1 2000 46 37 SFR 
  
   
172 114 
  
 
 
 
Main Street 
Name Address Map/Lot Year Approved Built 
Type of 
Project 
Memory Lane Condos 
Memory Lane 
49 63/77C 2007 7 5 Condo 
  
   
7 5 
 Hill Crest Wescott Rd 52/40D 2002 10 9 SFR 
VFW Subdivision Southeast Rd 40/135A 2004 10 10 SFR 
Peary Terrace 
Subdivision 
Peary Terrace 
50 40/134&135 2010 7 1 SFR 
  
   
27 20 
  
 
West of I-295 
Name Address Map/Lot Year Approved Built 
Type of 
Project 
Brick Hill Townhouses 
APT 
Brick Hill 
Ave 20 50/1 2004 66 44 APT 
Brick Hill Heights APT 
Brick Hill 
Ave 80 44/302 2006 30 30 APT 
Brick Hill Cottages APT 
Westbrook St 
675 
44/15, 43/25, 
50/1 2005 43 44 APT 
Brick Hill Heron Cove 
Brick Hill 
Ave 50/307 2005 79 79 Condo 
  
   
218 197 
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Chapter Three: Overview of Updated Inventories 
 
 
The process of updating the Comprehensive Plan began with the development of 
thirteen separate inventories. This section summarizes the key issues identified in each 
inventory and the implications of these findings for the goals and policies of the 
Comprehensive Plan. The full inventory sections are found in the appendices.  
 
Demographics 
 
 South Portland’s population grew slightly from 1980 to 2000. From 2000 to 2010, 
however, the City experienced a 7% growth in population.  As the Portland metro 
area’s definition has expanded, South Portland has become more linked to a 
broader region. 
 
 In 2000, 28% of City residents had a bachelor’s degree or higher; in 2010, it was 
just over 38%. This puts the City on par with Cumberland County, and 
significantly higher than the Maine average of 26%.  
 
 The average household size in South Portland fell sharply from 1980 to 2000, with 
more people living alone or in two-person households.  This is an indication that 
fewer households have children, which impacts public services, schools, and the 
housing market. However, the average household size stabilized between 2000 
and 2010, during which the City’s population rose by more than 1,600 people.  
 
Local Economy 
 
 The percentage of South Portland residents who work within the City dropped 
more than 10% from 1990 to 2010, indicating that, while the region still depends 
on the City for employment (in 2009, South Portland accounted for about 6.7% of 
the metro area’s population, but nearly 12.3% of its jobs), South Portland’s 
residents are increasingly going elsewhere for work. Census data indicate that 
South Portland residents are far more likely to work in managerial and 
professional positions than the rest of the region.  
 
 Most of the City’s lower-wage retail and wholesale trade jobs are held by 
residents of other communities, suggesting that many local workers either chose 
not to live in the City or may not be able to afford to live in South Portland. 
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 Although retail sales in South Portland totaled $784 million in 2009, they have 
fallen 16.5% since 2004 ($155 million in five years).  
 
Natural and Water Resources 
 
 Four of South Portland’s watersheds are considered urban impaired stream 
watersheds, due mainly to stormwater runoff.  The City is actively working to 
implement stormwater management plans to address these issues in all four 
areas. 
 
 Potential sea level rise may pose a threat to some areas of South Portland.  
Although only small areas of the City would be impacted, many key public 
facilities are located in areas subject to possible coastal flooding from sea level 
rise. 
 
 The City has protected the sand dunes at Willard Beach through a proactive 
beach management initiative, and has avoided having to undertake any beach 
nourishment for nearly 30 years. 
 
Marine Resources 
 
 South Portland’s waterfront is dominated by commerce and industry, particularly 
oil storage/distribution and recreational marinas, as well as a US Coast Guard 
base.  In spite of the heavy usage of the waterfront for these purposes, there are 
ample opportunities for public access to the water for boaters, beachgoers, and 
sightseers. 
 
Transportation 
 
 There are many intersections in South Portland with high crash rates, the most 
severe of which occur when limited-access highways and surface roads come 
together. 
 
 Several of South Portland’s collector roads are in need of rehabilitation, with a 
total estimated cost of $10.5 million.  This includes significant stretches of 
Broadway, Cottage Road, Highland Avenue, and Evans Street. 
 
 Ridership on the South Portland bus system has risen 17% from 2011 to 2012. The 
increase was split between an increase in full-fare customers (roughly half) and 
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students (SMCC students ride for free and the Bus Service is reimbursed by 
SMCC for every trip).  
 
Housing 
 
 More than 80% of the new housing built in South Portland since 1990 was single-
family houses, which could be a mismatch with the City’s declining average 
household size. 
 
 Moderate-income families headed by people aged 25-44, very low-income elderly 
residents, and low-income family renters have the greatest unmet housing needs 
in South Portland. 
 
 The median home sale price in South Portland has declined since 2005, but the 
median-priced home remains out of reach for a household earning the local 
median income.  Housing rental prices in the City have continued to rise. 
 
Public Facilities  
 
 The level of staffing at the South Portland Fire Department has remained flat as 
calls for service, particularly EMS, have risen sharply and the on-call force has 
shrunk significantly.  The City will need to ensure that staffing for fire and 
emergency services remains adequate into the future. 
 
 The School Department faces a variety of challenges in upcoming years, including 
declining enrollment, increasing populations of non-native English speakers, and 
aging facilities.  
 
Public Infrastructure 
 
 Though the City has invested a great deal of thought and money into removing 
Combined Sewer Overflows (CSO), an estimated $12 million in additional 
projects are needed to completely remove all CSO from the system.  As of 2009, 
55% of the City’s parcels, accounting for 29% of its acreage, were still served by 
combined sewers.  Most of the properties on combined sewers are residential lots 
in the City’s older neighborhoods.  So long as CSOs are still present, the City will 
face restrictions on development in these areas. 
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 Recreation 
 
 The City possesses a rich network of parks, recreational facilities, and programs, 
but there are few open spaces or parks in the western part of the City. 
 
 Recreation is viewed by the City as an amenity for its citizens, rather than a major 
revenue generator.  As such, the City has made it a priority to ensure access to its 
facilities and programs for all residents. 
 
Archaeological and Historical Resources 
 
 A comprehensive survey of South Portland’s historic above-ground resources 
needs to be conducted in order to identify properties that may be eligible for 
nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 
 
Fiscal Capacity 
 
 Since 2000, the City has seen a strong shift from nonresidential to residential 
valuation.  This shift is likely a by-product of the lack of land available for 
commercial and industrial development. 
 
 South Portland’s debt obligations have historically been very modest relative to 
its property valuation, resulting in extremely high ratings for its municipal bonds.  
The strength of its public debt is an asset that can be used to market the 
community to private investors. 
 
 The City’s overall property valuation dropped over 10% from 2009 to 2010.  The 
City’s own valuations tend to remain flat from year to year, only increasing when 
City-wide valuations are conducted.  Does this pattern hinder the City’s ability to 
plan for future revenues? 
 
Land Use 
 
 Most new single-family residential development in South Portland’s Intown and 
Main Street areas has been on existing lots of 10,000 SF or less, which in many 
cases would be considered nonconforming if the lots did not already exist.  The 
City should consider altering lot size and other dimensional requirements in these 
areas. 
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 Only about 700 acres of vacant land remain in South Portland at the time of this 
inventory (April 2010).  Much of this land is on vacant parcels in existing 
neighborhoods, subdivisions, and office parks (or is presently not served by 
public roads).  As such, there are few remaining greenfield development 
opportunities in the City, and future land use planning efforts will need to focus 
on infill, redevelopment, and infrastructure development to serve previously 
landlocked parcels. 
 
Agricultural and Forest Resources 
 
 There is a growing interest, both locally and nationally, in urban 
agriculture/backyard farmng; South Portland is positioned to be a local leader in 
this field. 
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Chapter Four: Community Vision 
 
Our Vision for the Future of South Portland 
South Portland has changed over the past twenty-five years.  Many of the places and 
things we now identify as being special about the community did not exist or were very 
different twenty-five years ago.  And South Portland will continue to change over the 
next twenty-five years.  This Community Vision describes how we want South Portland 
to be in 2035. 
 
South Portland is a community where people want to live, to raise a family, to retire.  It 
is a community where people want to have a business, to shop, to be entertained.  South 
Portland is also a place that is a destination – a place where people want to visit to enjoy 
the waterfront or to be involved in recreational or athletic activities that utilize the City’s 
outstanding facilities.  South Portland is a DESIRABLE COMMUNITY – it is a 
DESTINATION! 
 
South Portland offers its residents a variety of lifestyles in livable, walkable 
neighborhoods.  While each neighborhood has its own character, strong identity, and 
sense of place, all neighborhoods are safe, walkable, and provide convenient access to 
services and community facilities.  The various neighborhoods provide a diversity of 
housing that is affordable to households with a wide range of incomes.  These 
neighborhoods accommodate older households as well as being attractive to younger 
people including families with children - anyone who wants a good place to live.  South 
Portland is a City of LIVABLE, WALKABLE NEIGHBORHOODS. 
 
South Portland provides its children with quality education for the 21st Century in up-to-
date facilities utilizing the latest technology.  South Portland students are prepared to 
succeed in the community and in the world.  But the community’s educational focus is 
also on creating a City of lifelong learners through ongoing adult education and 
collaboration with Southern Maine Community College.  We are an EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY. 
 
South Portland is a GREEN CITY.  Trees, parks, and open spaces bring nature into the 
community and make it readily accessible to all residents, including those with 
disabilities.  It is also a community that is focused on minimizing its impact on the 
environment.  The City actively encourages the use of green building techniques.  The 
community collectively works to reduce its carbon footprint.  It promotes the use and 
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development of alternative energy sources as well as energy efficiency and conservation, 
especially for older buildings.  It encourages a compact, higher-density, mixed-use 
pattern of development.  It encourages transportation alternatives by providing facilities 
so that people can walk or bike safely and conveniently throughout the City as well as an 
efficient transit system that allows people to not have to drive everywhere. 
 
All people are comfortable living in South Portland.  The City has a diverse population 
and a wide range of housing and embraces that diversity.  Our different neighborhoods 
are home to older residents as well as younger households and children.  The cultural 
diversity of the community is a strength and people with different cultures and lifestyles 
are valuable members of the City’s family. The City is a DIVERSE COMMUNITY. 
 
South Portland remains a WATERFRONT COMMUNITY.  The waterfront is the reason 
the City developed as it did and remains an important element of the community.  While 
much of the shoreline remains a working waterfront, the public’s access to the water 
expands.  As older industrial and transportation uses of the waterfront become obsolete 
or are relocated or upgraded, the shoreline evolves as more of a mixed-use area 
preserving the opportunity for traditional marine uses while accommodating 
recreational, business, and even residential uses.  The City and its residents continue to 
be connected to the waterfront. 
 
South Portland continues to be an ECONOMICALLY DIVERSE community that adjusts 
to evolving business opportunities and realities.  In addition to being home to the largest 
retail shopping center in the State, the City also provides community and neighborhood 
shopping and services in attractive, viable commercial areas.  The City’s economic base 
continues to grow and includes a wide range of businesses, from small, locally owned 
sole-proprietor, “Main Street”-type businesses to major manufacturers and international 
office headquarters.  The City strives to ensure that all businesses have access to low-cost 
energy or are meeting their own energy needs.  The City works to otherwise foster and 
support economic development and its business community. 
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Chapter Five: Community Goals and Policies  
 
 
The Comprehensive Plan is designed to be a guide in directing growth, development, 
and change in the City of South Portland over the coming decades.  The objectives and 
policies set forth in this chapter address the issues facing the City, except for land use.  
Chapter Six addresses the City’s land use objectives and policies. 
 
For each issue area, this chapter establishes the basic direction that the City should seek 
to achieve through its municipal programs, regulations, and expenditures.  Local 
objectives and proposed policies to achieve those objectives are established for each of 
the areas covered in the Inventory and Analysis sections in the appendices.  For each 
issue area, the relevant state goal or goals from the Growth Management Program that 
guides municipal comprehensive planning are included. 
A.  Population and Demographics 
 
State Goal: To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of 
each community, while protecting the State’s rural character, making efficient use of 
public services and preventing development sprawl.  (Growth Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To accommodate growth in a manner that maintains the character of the City 
and its established residential neighborhoods. 
 
 To assure that a diversity of people is able to continue to live in South 
Portland. 
 
Pursuant to these goals, the policies of the City of South Portland are: 
 
1. The City’s land use regulations should allow the 
construction of infill housing in established residential 
neighborhoods at a density that is similar to the 
established pattern of the neighborhood as long as the 
new housing is compatible with the character of the 
neighborhood. 
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2. The City’s land use regulations should continue 
to allow for the construction of both single-family 
and multi-family housing in a variety of locations 
at densities that are appropriate for the type of 
housing and the location.  The Future Land Use 
Plan in Chapter 6 outlines these areas. 
 
3. The City should allow more intense utilization of the land along the major 
traffic corridors while assuring that adjacent residential neighborhoods are 
protected and the ability of the streets to move traffic is maintained. 
 
4. The City should support efforts by the South 
Portland Housing Authority and private 
developers to create additional affordable housing 
when there is a clear, demonstrated need for those 
units. 
 
 
B. The Local Economy 
 
State Goal: To promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and 
overall economic well-being.  (Growth Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To maintain an ongoing economic development program that works to retain 
and grow existing South Portland businesses while attracting new businesses 
to locate in the City. 
 
 To establish South Portland’s image as the first choice for business expansion 
or relocation based on the City’s development-minded atmosphere. 
 
 To continue to diversify the business base to build a stronger community. 
 
 To create a “sustainable” local economy that can continue to prosper and grow 
without the need for intervention by the City. 
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 To support the highest and best use of the Mill Creek area and the City’s 
waterfront. 
 
 To reduce the cost of energy for both existing and new businesses in the City. 
 
 To establish an effective workforce development program with a focus on the 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines in 
conjunction with the City’s K-12 school system and post-secondary educational 
sectors. 
 
Pursuant to these objectives for the economy of South Portland, the City’s policies are: 
 
Economic Development Planning and Programming 
 
1. The City should continue to provide staffing and funding to implement the 
City’s Economic Development Plan (see Appendix P). 
 
2. The City’s economic development staff and committee should continue to 
provide superior large- and small-business assistance by keeping abreast of the 
most recent state legislative and federal law changes that may provide business 
project and development funding.  
 
3. The City should link citywide economic development activities by continuing 
to use funding from current or future TIF revenues. 
 
Business Growth 
 
4. The City should periodically review and improve the Site Plan Review process 
to develop the most efficient timeline between application and approval.  
 
5. The City should enact code changes that reduce review time for commercial 
development proposals as well as ensuring that Planning and Codes staff are 
knowledgeable about business interests, and thus assist in an efficient and 
productive review and approval process.  
 
6. The City should work to establish the South Portland Technology Park in the 
Rumery Road Industrial Park in collaboration with University of Southern Maine. 
 
7. The City should implement the waterfront and Mill Creek zoning changes set 
forth in the Land Use policies in Chapter 6. 
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8. The City should continue to use transit TIFs as a business development tool. 
 
9. The City should work with the business community to explore and develop 
ways to reduce energy costs for both existing and new businesses to enhance 
South Portland’s competitive position. 
 
10. The City’s economic development efforts should continue to encourage 
entrepreneurship, especially small business start-ups. 
 
11. The City’s economic development efforts should also focus on expanding the 
role of the “creative economy” in the City’s economy including enterprises such 
as advertising, architecture, art, crafts, design, fashion, film, music, performing 
arts, publishing, R&D, software development, toys and games, TV and radio, and 
video games.  This should include providing support for groups and 
organizations that promote the “creative economy”. 
 
Work Force Development  
 
12. The City should continue to work with area colleges and universities to 
establish programs needed by area firms to develop and expand their workforce. 
 
13. The City should continue to advocate for expanded workforce training and 
development programs particularly in the STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics) sectors by collaborating with community 
businesses, the South Portland School Department, and area institutions of higher 
education. 
 
14. The City should work with the Southern Maine Partnership for Sustainable 
Development and the Maine Manufacturing Association to broaden STEM related 
initiatives within the City. 
 
Marketing 
 
15. The City should work to foster an understanding of the City’s role in the 
regional economy and the role of Greater Portland as the state’s economic engine. 
 
16. The City should develop and implement a marketing strategy that accurately 
reflects the City’s role and contribution to the regional economy. 
 
17. The City should work with other area communities to create and implement 
an interlocal agreement to discourage interlocal “pirating of businesses” during 
business attraction efforts. 
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C. Natural Resources 
State Goals: 
 
To protect the quality and manage the quantity of the State’s water resources, 
including lakes, aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers and coastal areas.  
(Growth Management Act)  
 
To protect the State’s other critical natural resources, including without 
limitation, wetlands, wildlife and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shorelands, 
scenic vistas and unique natural areas.  (Growth Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To protect and improve the quality of the surface waters within South Portland. 
 
 To protect significant wetlands and adjacent uplands from encroachment and 
degradation. 
 
 To manage the use of flood-prone areas to reduce the risk of property and 
environmental damage. 
 
 To protect the beaches and other shorefront areas from erosion. 
 
 To protect significant wildlife and fisheries habitat and critical and unique 
areas.  
 
Pursuant to these objectives, the City of South Portland’s policies with respect to the 
management of its natural resources are: 
 
Surface Waters 
 
1. The City should continue to regularly 
fund and implement the City’s Stormwater 
Program Management Plan to address 
combined sewer overflows (CSOs).   
 
2. The City should explore alternative 
funding mechanisms to pay for a portion of 
the cost of stormwater management and 
CSO abatement programs. 
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3. The City should continue to implement and refine, if necessary, the Long Creek 
Watershed Management Plan. 
 
4. The City should develop 
and implement watershed 
management plans for the 
other impaired streams in the 
City including Red Brook, 
Barberry Creek, and Trout Brook including a portion of Kimball Brook.  
 
5. The City should continue to manage stormwater to assure that the health of 
streams that are not impaired is maintained.  
 
Wetlands 
 
6. The City should periodically review (and update if necessary) the City’s local 
wetland protection provisions. 
 
7. The City should explore the creation of a “wetlands bank” using local 
mitigation fees that could be used by private developers of nonresidential projects 
as part of state/federal wetlands mitigation requirements in exchange for 
payment of compensation to the City. 
 
8. The City should review and update its development review provisions to 
require that applications for site plan review or subdivision approval include 
information on the presence of any vernal pools on the site and the actions that 
will be taken to mitigate the impact of development on these resources. 
 
9. The City should investigate approaches that would allow development 
adjacent to low-value vernal pools in exchange for enhanced protection around 
high-value pools. 
 
Floodplains 
 
10. The City should continue to work with the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) to develop accurate floodplain maps for the City.  
 
11. The City should review and revise, if necessary, its floodplain management 
provisions when the new floodplain maps become official. 
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12. The City should develop a “sea-level rise adaption plan” that identifies actions 
the City should take to protect the City’s infrastructure from possible damage and 
to manage development if sea-level rise occurs.  
 
Fisheries and Wildlife Habitat 
 
13. The City should review, and revise if 
necessary, its development review requirements 
(subdivision and site plan review provisions) to 
assure that the impact of development on 
significant wildlife habitat is taken into account 
during the review process and that actions are 
included to minimize the negative impacts on 
these resources.   
 
Natural Disaster Mitigation 
 
14. The City should continue its ongoing program of 
disaster planning.  The City should work with the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) on Hazard 
Mitigation Plan updates and the Risk Map program. 
 
 
D. Marine Resources 
State Goals: 
 
To protect the State’s marine resources industry, ports and harbors from 
incompatible development and to promote access to the shore for commercial 
fishermen and the public.  (Growth Management Act)  
 
To promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for 
all Maine citizens, including access to surface waters.  (Growth Management 
Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To assure that portions of the waterfront that have deep water access or are 
otherwise appropriate for marine use remain available for marine uses. 
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 To provide increased access to the shoreline for recreational use. 
 
Pursuant to these marine resources objectives, the City’s policies are: 
 
1. The City should promote the redevelopment of the “eastern waterfront” as a 
mixed-use area while maintaining the potential for marine use (see Chapter 6 
Land Use Goals and Policies for more details). 
 
2. In those areas of the City’s waterfront that 
are currently used for marine industrial 
purposes including the oil terminals, the City 
should support maintaining these areas as a 
working waterfront devoted primarily to 
marine business uses while creating 
opportunities for increased public access and a 
mix of uses (see Chapter 6 Land Use Goals and 
Policies for more details).  
 
3. The City should review, and revise if necessary, its development review 
requirements (subdivision and site plan review provisions) to assure that the 
impact of development on significant marine habitats and resources is taken into 
account during the review process and that actions are included to minimize the 
negative impacts of development on these resources.  
E. Transportation 
 
State Goal: To plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities 
and services to accommodate anticipated growth and economic development.  
(Growth Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To maintain and enhance the ability of the road network to move traffic safely 
and efficiently while providing a high level of accessibility to residential 
neighborhoods, commercial areas, and job centers. 
 
 To minimize the impact of vehicular traffic on residential neighborhoods. 
 
 To expand the range of non-automotive transportation alternatives available to 
the City’s residents, workforce, and visitors. 
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Pursuant to these objectives, the City’s policies with respect to transportation are: 
 
Interstate Access 
 
1. The City should actively work with the Maine 
Department of Transportation to reconfigure 
Exit 4 of I-295 to allow both full northbound and 
southbound movement at the exit (also see 
Chapter 6 Land Use Goals and Policies).  
 
2. The City should work with the Maine 
Department of Transportation and the Town of 
Scarborough to reconfigure the connection between Route One and the 
Scarborough Connector to allow vehicles going southbound on Main Street/Route 
One to get onto the Scarborough Connector. 
 
Route One 
 
3. The City should work with 
the Maine Department of 
Transportation to reconfigure 
Main Street from the railroad 
bridge south to Westbrook 
Street as a city street which is 
a “complete street” with one 
travel lane in each direction, on-street parking, an esplanade, and improved 
sidewalks to enhance this segment’s role as a community commercial center. (See 
photosimulation above.) 
 
Arterial Network 
 
4. The City should undertake a program to manage curb cuts along the arterial 
corridors including Main Street, Broadway, and Cottage Road.  This should 
include reviewing and revising the development standards to limit new curb cuts 
while working with property owners to “closeup” areas where there are 
undefined or poorly defined points of access. 
 
5. The City should undertake a study of possible traffic improvements in the 
Broadway Corridor. 
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6. The City should work to channel traffic from the residential neighborhoods 
along Broadway to signalized intersections to minimize delays for traffic trying to 
enter Broadway during peak hours. 
 
7. The City should continue to improve traffic flow and safety on the arterial 
network through the upgrading of intersections. 
 
8. The City should use impact fees to help finance improvements to the arterial 
network that are needed to accommodate increased traffic resulting from new 
development when this is appropriate and there is a clear connection between the 
development and the need for improvements.  This approach should be used as 
an alternative to requiring a developer to make traffic improvements as part of a 
development approval.  
 
Complete Streets 
 
9. Complete Streets is a concept of designing and constructing streets to meet 
the needs of all users, motor vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists, and public 
transit.  The City should apply the Complete Streets concept to the 
construction of new streets and to the reconstruction or substantial 
improvement of existing streets. 
 
Traffic in Residential Neighborhoods 
 
10. The City should discourage the use of local, residential streets as short cuts for 
commuter and similar through traffic.  
 
Industrial Access 
 
11. In addition to improved access to 
the Interstate system discussed above, 
the City should begin planning for the 
construction of a roadway to provide 
commercial vehicle access to the land 
between Highland Avenue and the 
Rigby area to make this area more 
attractive for industrial development.  
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Public Transit 
 
12. The City should continue to fund the 
bus system to allow it to maintain at least 
the current level of service.  
 
13. The City should work to increase the 
frequency of bus service or other public 
transit along the major corridors where 
higher-density development is proposed 
in the Future Land Use Plan. 
 
14. The system should continue to work with Southern Maine Community 
College (SMCC) and major employers to provide service that encourages students 
and workers to use public transportation rather than driving. 
 
15. The City should revise its off-street parking requirements in the Zoning 
Ordinance to allow the Planning Board to reduce the required parking for 
businesses that participate in an employee ride program with the public transit 
system or provide other financial support for the transit system.  
 
16. The City should revise its land use 
regulations to require that large 
commercial, industrial, multi-family 
residential, or mixed-use developments 
along transit corridors incorporate 
provisions for transit into the 
development plan including bus stops 
and shelters if appropriate.  
 
17. The City should consider adding other 
properties to the Transit TIF District on a case-by-case basis if the development 
will create the potential for expanded transit use. 
 
18. The City should continue to work with other transit providers in Greater 
Portland and PACTS to develop a more regional and integrated transit system. 
 
19. If there is additional development and/or redevelopment in the eastern 
waterfront area that has the potential for significantly increasing traffic on 
Broadway, the City should work with private-property owners/developers, 
PACTS, and the Casco Bay Transit District to explore the creation of a water-
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based transportation connection between the Shipyard/Spring Point area and 
Portland. 
 
20. The City should explore the future use of “fixed guideway” vehicles such as 
part of the transit system. 
 
Sidewalks and Other Pedestrian Facilities 
 
21. The City should continue to implement the sidewalk and trail plan for the 
west side of the City.  This effort should focus on improving/expanding the trail 
network in the Maine Mall area including providing improved pedestrian 
crosswalks at key locations and developing a continuous network of pedestrian 
facilities that includes both sidewalks and trails to link key buildings and activity 
centers with each other. 
 
22. The City should develop and implement a long-range plan for pedestrian 
improvements in the remainder of the City.  This plan should focus on improving 
pedestrian access and safety to and around the Knightville/Mill Creek area, 
improving facilities in established residential neighborhoods, linking these 
neighborhoods to adjacent commercial and neighborhood centers (see Chapter 6 
Land Use Goals and Policies), upgrading pedestrian facilities in the commercial 
and neighborhood centers to enhance the desirability and safety of these areas, 
and improving pedestrian access to public facilities, schools, recreational areas, 
and other activity centers. 
 
23. The City should review each of the 
intersections that has a free right turn 
lane (photo, right) to determine if these 
lanes can be removed or modified to 
improve pedestrian movement and 
safety without unreasonably impacting 
traffic flow. 
 
24. The City should work with PACTS 
and surrounding communities to link 
the City’s pedestrian (and bicycle) facilities with those in adjoining communities 
and the larger regional system. 
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Bicycle Facilities 
 
25. The City should continue to provide improved 
bicycle facilities in the community including designated 
bike lanes, shared lanes, and bike lock-up places at 
public facilities, schools, recreational areas, and other 
activity centers. 
 
26. The City should revise its land use regulations to 
require that large commercial, industrial, multifamily 
residential, or mixed-use developments incorporate 
provisions for bicycles into the development plan if 
appropriate.  
 
27. The City and School Department, in conjunction 
with bicycle organizations, should conduct ongoing 
programs to educate bicyclists about cycling in the City, 
designated bicycle routes, and safe riding practices.  
 
 
Parking 
 
28. The City should work with property 
owners/developers in the Knightville/Mill Creek area 
to explore ways to provide improved off-street 
parking that is available to the public or is shared by 
a group of businesses.  
 
29. The City should review its on-street parking 
limitations in those areas that are commercial or 
neighborhood centers to maximize the availability of 
on-street parking and to manage its use to assure its availability for customers 
and visitors. 
 
30. As part of the development of the mini improvement plans for the commercial 
and neighborhood centers (see Chapter 6 Land Use Goals and Policies), the City 
should work with property owners in these areas to maximize the availability of 
customer parking that serves the center. 
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Funding 
 
31. The City should consider the use of impact fees and other funding sources to 
help pay for the costs of improvements to the arterial network that are necessary 
to accommodate increased traffic resulting from new development. 
 
32. The City should expand the existing transit TIF to include other properties 
where development or redevelopment will occur to provide an ongoing source of 
funding for the City’s bus system including service improvements. 
 
F. Housing 
 
State Goal: To encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all 
Maine citizens.  (Growth Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To provide a diversity of housing to meet the needs of a wide range of 
residents. 
 
 To assure that as new housing is built in the City, there continues to be a 
supply of affordable housing available to meet the needs of lower- and 
moderate-income households. 
 
 To maintain the existing housing stock in the City and assure that it provides 
safe and sanitary housing while improving its energy efficiency. 
 
Pursuant to these objectives, the City’s policies with respect to housing are: 
 
1. The City should support efforts by the South Portland Housing Authority and 
private developers to create additional affordable housing when there is a clear, 
demonstrated need for those units. 
 
2. The City should continue to provide for the construction of both single-family 
and multi-family housing in a variety of locations at densities that are appropriate 
for the type of housing and the location.  The Future Land Use Plan in Chapter 6 
outlines these areas. 
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3. Since small, studio and one-bedroom apartments typically have fewer 
occupants than larger units and generate less traffic and parking demand, the 
City’s land use regulations should treat small apartments as a fractional unit for 
density purposes to encourage and facilitate the development of this type of 
housing in those areas where the construction of multi-family housing is desired.  
 
4. The City should review its land use and building regulations to identify and 
possibly revise any requirements that impose unnecessary obstacles to the 
construction of “small apartment units” such as minimum floor area 
requirements and off-street parking standards while assuring that these units do 
not create problems for neighbors. 
 
5. The City should promote the use of “green building” techniques to improve the 
energy efficiency of new or renovated housing and should assure that the codes 
and standards do not create obstacles for the use of new technologies. 
 
6. The City should encourage improvements to older residential units to increase 
their energy efficiency including providing access to local, state and federal 
funding programs. 
 
7. The City should work with local and regional financial institutions to develop 
loan programs for homeowners who want to improve the energy efficiency of 
their homes. 
 
G.  Public Facilities 
 
State Goal: 
 
To plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities and 
services to accommodate anticipated growth and economic development.  
(Growth Management Act) 
 
To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each 
community, while protecting the State’s rural character, making efficient use of 
public services and preventing development sprawl.  (Growth Management 
Act)  
 
Local Objectives: 
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 To provide an adequate level of public facilities to serve the City. 
 
Pursuant to these policies, the City’s policies with respect to public facilities are: 
 
1. The City should continue to plan for needed improvements to the City’s 
facilities through its annual capital budgeting process. 
 
2. The City’s primary municipal administrative 
facilities should be located within the 
Knightville/Mill Creek area to reinforce this 
area’s role as the City’s community and 
government center.  This should include the 
City Hall and related administrative offices used 
by the public, public safety facilities, and the 
library.  
 
3. The City should continue to explore possible approaches for improving City 
Hall facilities including relocating to another site. 
 
4. The City should develop a long-range plan for providing expanded facilities to 
serve the Public Works Department. 
 
5. The City should continue to regularly fund and implement the City’s 
Stormwater Program Management Plan to address combined sewer overflows 
(CSOs). 
 
6. The City should continue to support the 
community center and the library including 
its continued evolution as a center for 
community life. 
 
7. In planning for improvements to the City’s 
infrastructure, the City should consider the 
potential for sea level rise as part of the 
design and construction. 
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H.  Recreation and Open Space 
 
State Goal: To promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities 
for all Maine citizens, including access to surface waters.  (Growth Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To provide high-quality, well-maintained recreational facilities and open space 
for residents and visitors. 
 
 To provide access to the City’s waterfront for recreational purposes in a manner 
that is compatible with marine uses of the waterfront. 
 
Pursuant to these objectives, the City’s policies are: 
 
1. The City should maintain and continue to fund the Land Bank Fund with 
proceeds from the sale of both unimproved and improved City property and to 
use this fund to acquire property interests for open space to improve the 
residents’ quality of life and protect natural resources. 
 
2. Since the City acquired a significant amount of land and developed a number 
of recreational facilities over the past fifteen years, the City should focus on 
developing, funding, and implementing long-range programs to maintain and 
upgrade the existing outdoor recreational facilities, parks, and public open 
spaces. 
 
3. The City should continue to invest in 
improvements to Mill Creek Park (photo, right) 
with a focus on improving the usability of the park 
and making it more of a “village center” for the 
Knightville/Mill Creek area.  
 
4. The City should continue to work with 
developers and property owners to expand both actual and visual public access to 
the shorefront when development or redevelopment occurs. 
 
5. The City should continue to work with the South Portland Land Trust, groups, 
and property owners to expand the City’s trail system and to connect the City’s 
system with facilities in adjacent communities and the larger region. 
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6. The City should promote South Portland as a desirable location for large-scale 
recreational and cultural events that can utilize the City’s facilities and contribute 
to the local economy and actively work to attract statewide and regional events to 
the City.  
 
I. Historic and Archaeological Resources 
 
State Goals: To preserve the State’s historic and archaeological resources.  (Growth 
Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: To assure that the City’s historical and archaeological resources are 
identified and appropriately protected. 
 
Pursuant to these objectives, the City’s policies are: 
 
1. The City should continue to support the 
South Portland Historical Society in its 
work to identify and preserve the City’s 
historic resources and to educate and 
inform the public about the history of the 
City.  
 
2. The City should continue to support the 
efforts of the South Portland Historical 
Society to identify and document the 
City’s historic buildings and sites including of a survey of older buildings and 
sites in the City to determine their historic significance. 
 
3. The City and Historical Society should encourage the 
owners of properties with significant historic value to 
consider listing the properties on the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
 
4. The City should support the Historical Society in 
developing appropriate signs and educational materials to 
inform residents and visitors about the City’s history and 
its historic resources. 
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5. The City should assure that City projects and City-funded activities enhance 
the historic qualities of identified historic properties when this is feasible and 
appropriate. 
 
6. The City should review and revise its development review regulations (site 
plan review and subdivision review) to require that applicants identify any 
known historic or archaeological resources on the development site and 
document how these resources will be treated to maintain their historic or 
archaeological value where feasible. 
 
J. Fiscal Capacity 
 
State Goal:  To plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities 
and services to accommodate anticipated growth and economic development. (Growth 
Management Act) 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To expand the property tax base to maintain a fiscally responsible property tax 
rate. 
 
 To provide the public facilities needed to accommodate desired types of 
growth. 
 
Pursuant to these objectives, the policies of the City of South Portland are: 
 
1. The City should continue to pursue economic growth that expands the City’s 
tax base provided that it is compatible with the overall Vision for the future of the 
City. 
 
2. The City should continue to develop an annual capital improvement budget 
that evaluates and prioritizes the City’s needs for capital investments. 
 
3. The City should continue to use tax increment financing (TIF) to minimize the 
impact of new or expanded development on the City’s state aid and to use these   
“sheltered” revenues primarily for municipal activities and investments that 
would otherwise be paid for from the General Fund. 
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4. The City should consider using impact fees and other creative funding 
mechanisms to minimize the cost to the taxpayers of providing expanded 
facilities to serve new development and to spread the cost of these improvements 
among the projects that benefit from the improvements. 
 
K.  Energy and Environmental Considerations 
 
State Goal:  None specific to this topic. 
 
Local Objectives: 
 
 To improve the efficiency of energy use by South Portland residents, 
businesses, and government entities. 
 
 To reduce the amount of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions from City 
facilities and activities by 17% of 2007 levels by 2017. 
 
 To reduce the amount of solid waste generated by residents and businesses and 
increase the rate of recycling. 
 
Pursuant to these objectives, the policies of the City of South Portland are: 
 
1. The City should adopt, fund, implement and regularly update a “climate action 
plan” for the City that spells out how the City and the larger community, 
including the commercial/industrial and residential sectors, will reduce GHG 
emissions. 
 
2. As part of the implementation of Phase 1 of the Climate Action Plan, the City 
should reduce the energy usage and GHG emissions from municipal and school 
buildings and the City’s vehicle fleet and other transportation activities. 
 
3. The City should undertake a program to reduce the amount of waste generated 
by City operations and to increase the percentage of wastes that are recycled. 
 
4. In the longer term, the City should work with the business community to 
develop and implement Phase 2 of the Climate Action Plan focusing on energy 
efficiency and voluntary reductions in energy use and GHG emissions by the 
City’s commercial and industrial uses. 
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5. The City should also work with the larger community to develop and 
implement Phase 3 of the Climate Action Plan focusing on improving the energy 
efficiency of residential properties. 
 
6. The City should continue to promote recycling and carry 
out ongoing efforts to encourage residents to increase their 
rate of recycling and to compost organic materials (photo, 
right).  
 
7. The City should promote the use of “green building 
technologies” (see Chapter 6 Land Use Goals and Policies). 
 
L. Arts And Culture 
 
State Goal:   None specific to this topic. 
 
Local Objective: To expand the role of the arts and culture in the community as 
well as in the local economy. 
 
Pursuant to this objective, the policies of the City of South Portland are: 
 
1. The City should establish an “Arts Commission” that is responsible for 
promoting and supporting the arts and cultural activities in the community.  
 
2. The City should 
establish a “public 
arts program” to 
provide for public 
art that is integrated 
with community 
resources.  This 
program should seek matching grants or other outside funding to support 
public arts programs. 
 
3. The City should encourage the inclusion of public art in new public 
buildings and facilities. 
 
4. The City should consider the quality of the architecture in decisions about 
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the construction of public facilities. 
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Chapter Six: Land Use Goals and Policies  
 
 
The City’s land use policies and related programs and regulations will play a major role in 
shaping the future of South Portland and our progress in achieving many aspects of our 
vision for the City.  This chapter lays out the City’s land use policies and the land use 
regulations and programs that will be needed to carry out those policies.  These policies 
generally reflect a ten- to fifteen-year timeframe recognizing that many of the desired 
changes will take time to occur. 
A. Land Use Objectives 
 
The land use policies and recommendations for the City’s land use regulations and related 
programs are based on a set of interrelated objectives.  These objectives represent the core of 
the City’s land use planning program.  The nine land use objectives are: 
 
1. Encourage development and redevelopment that expands the City’s property tax base in 
a manner that is consistent with the City’s other objectives – A fundamental objective of 
the land use policies is to identify ways that development and redevelopment can occur that 
will both expand the tax base and, at the same time, advance the City’s other objectives.  
Maintaining high-quality yet affordable municipal services and educational programs will 
require steady growth in the tax base – the value of property that is subject to property taxes.  
A growing property tax base will also maintain property values. 
 
2. Enhance the livability and walkability of the City’s established neighborhoods while 
allowing infill development that is in character with these neighborhoods – South 
Portland’s established residential neighborhoods are its soul and a major reason people 
choose to live in the City.  Assuring that these neighborhoods remain desirable places to live 
is a fundamental objective of this Plan.  At the same time, limited 
development/redevelopment should be encouraged within these neighborhoods as long as it 
is compatible with the character of the individual neighborhood in which it is located. 
 
3. Enhance Mill Creek as a vibrant mixed-use commercial center – Mill Creek, and the 
adjacent Knightville neighborhood, is the historic heart of the City.  It is South Portland’s 
downtown and the location of many of its civic activities.  Enhancing Mill Creek as a vibrant 
commercial center with a more diverse mix of uses that is more pedestrian friendly is 
essential to achieving the City’s vision for its future. 
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4. Promote the redevelopment of the “eastern waterfront” as a mixed-use area while 
maintaining the potential for marine use – The portion of the City’s waterfront running 
from the yacht club in Ferry Village around Spring Point to Southern Maine Community 
College represents a significant opportunity to enhance the City’s image as a desirable 
community that is a destination for both residents and visitors while at the same time 
expanding the City’s tax base.  The redevelopment of vacant and underutilized areas in a 
way that expands public access and the diversity of uses while maintaining marine activities 
is a fundamental land use objective. 
 
5. Allow more intense utilization of the land along the major traffic corridors while 
assuring that the adjacent residential neighborhoods are protected and the ability of the 
streets to move traffic is maintained – The Main Street, Broadway, and Cottage Road 
corridors are, and will continue to be, major traffic arteries.  Many of the neighborhood 
centers that provide services to the adjacent neighborhoods are located along these 
corridors.  These corridors have some potential to accommodate more intense utilization 
through development and redevelopment.  This must, however, occur in ways that 
recapture these corridors as City streets while maintaining their ability to move traffic safely 
and efficiently as well as protecting the adjacent neighborhoods. 
 
6. Maintain the working waterfront while creating limited opportunities for increased 
public access and a mix of uses – South Portland plays a major role as an oil port because of 
its all-season deep-water access.  While the City should provide opportunities for additional 
mixed-use development, including expanded public access, in selected areas of the 
waterfront, the ability of marine-related businesses and activities to be located on the 
waterfront must be maintained. 
 
7. Enhance the role of the Maine Mall area as the state’s premier retail destination while 
encouraging further diversification of uses in that area – The Maine Mall and the 
surrounding retail, commercial, and office development are a regional, and even statewide, 
destination and a major source of property taxes for the City.  Maintaining and enhancing 
the attractiveness of this area as a destination will maintain its economic vitality.  At the 
same time, the City should encourage additional office, service, high-tech, and even 
residential development to diversify the uses in that area of the City and further expand the 
tax base. 
 
8. Provide appropriate locations for continued economic growth in the City – There are 
limited areas in the City that can accommodate economic growth.  The City should assure 
that available land that is suitable for high-tech, light industrial, distribution, and similar 
uses is provided with adequate infrastructure and improved access and is not used for other 
types of uses that can locate in other areas of the City. 
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9. Encourage development and redevelopment to occur in a way that makes the use of 
alternative transportation more feasible by focusing growth along the major 
transportation corridors – An objective of the Comprehensive Plan is to expand the 
opportunities for alternative transportation - to make it easier and safer for people to walk 
and cycle and to improve bus service.  Therefore, a land use objective is to allow and 
encourage development and redevelopment to occur in areas where it can be served by 
transportation alternatives.  Essentially, this involves encouraging more compact 
development in the Mill Creek/Knightville area and along the Broadway, Cottage Road, and 
Main Street corridors. 
B. Key Land Use Policy Areas 
 
Section A, Land Use Objectives identifies nine broad objectives to guide the City’s policies 
with respect to future growth and development/redevelopment in the City.  This section 
starts to lay out the land use policies and programs that will be needed to achieve those 
objectives.  In the following discussions, the Plan looks at eight key geographic areas of the 
City.  These eight areas do not encompass the entire City – rather they focus on those areas 
where there are key policies issues.  For each area, the Plan establishes a broad vision for the 
future of the area, discusses the overall land use direction for the area, and identifies the 
related actions that the City will need to take with respect to that area over the next ten to 
fifteen years when and if resources are available.  The discussion of the land use policies for 
each area takes a broad brush approach.  The details of the land use proposals are included 
in Section D, the Future Land Use Plan (FLUP). 
 
1. Knightville/Mill Creek 
 
Mill Creek, and the adjacent Knightville 
neighborhood, are the City’s downtown, the 
civic core of the community, and the 
community’s center.  Over the past fifty 
years, the character of the area has become 
more auto-focused.  While the replacement of 
the Million Dollar Bridge and related 
improvements removed most of the through 
traffic from the area, the character of much of 
the area is still an uneasy mix of the historic 
center and more recent auto-oriented 
development. 
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A. Broad Vision 
 
Knightville/Mill Creek (KMC) remains a vibrant core of the City, blending a redeveloped, 
higher-density mixed-use commercial center in Mill Creek with a revitalized and 
redeveloped Knightville neighborhood that maintains the traditional character of this area.  
Over time, KMC becomes more of a pedestrian area where residents can walk to local stores 
and services and shoppers can park and stroll through a comfortable shopping environment.  
The area sees a gradual intensification of use with more residential units and multi-story 
redevelopment.  The waterfront becomes an asset for all of KMC as buildings are able to 
capitalize on access to and views of the water. 
 
B. Land Use 
 
The Knightville/Mill Creek area consists of a number of subareas (see Figure 6.1) that need to 
be treated differently from a land use perspective: 
 
 The Ocean Avenue – Cottage Road 
corridor through Knightville – This is the 
historic “Main Street” of KMC.  This area 
should continue to redevelop along a 
“village concept” embodied in the 
current Village Commercial District 
requirements with multi-story, mixed-
use buildings located at the sidewalk line 
and with parking to the side or rear of 
the buildings. 
 
 The Knightville residential neighborhood (the letter streets) – Within this area, the 
City’s objective is to maintain the existing 
neighborhood while allowing for “small-
scale” residential redevelopment that is 
compatible with the village character of 
the neighborhood.  The zoning should be 
revised to maintain the existing scale and 
character of neighborhood except as part 
of an approved redevelopment plan.  
Redevelopment would be allowed that is 
compatible with a village character that 
would maintain the existing street 
pattern.  New buildings would be subject to design standards to assure that the 
buildings fit into the pattern and scale of the neighborhood. 
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 The residential fringe along Mill Cove – The properties near the cove should be 
allowed to be redeveloped to create a somewhat higher-density, water-oriented 
mixed-use edge along the water that capitalizes on the waterfront along Mill Cove 
and the views across the cove and the Fore River. 
 
 The area around Mill Creek Park – The area around Mill Creek Park should be 
redeveloped as a mixed-use area 
that extends the character of the 
“Village Center” into this part of 
KMC with multi-story mixed-use 
buildings located close to the street 
with parking located to the side and 
rear of the buildings.  The new 
buildings would be designed to face 
an improved park.  This area could 
include a mix of retail, service, 
office, and residential uses. (See 
photosimulation above.) 
 
 The Mill Creek commercial center – This area includes the two existing shopping 
centers as well as the adjacent areas along Waterman Drive and Broadway.  This area 
evolves into a higher density, mixed-use commercial center.  The area becomes a 
bustling economic center that 
includes higher-density residential 
uses.  The redevelopment of this 
part of KMC could take a number 
of forms including the construction 
of taller buildings with a more 
pedestrian-focused pattern.  To 
determine the most desirable 
pattern, the City should undertake 
a detailed study of this area in 
conjunction with the property 
owners. 
 
C. City Policies and Programs 
 
In addition to revisions to its zoning and land use regulations, the City will need to 
undertake a number of other actions to achieve its objectives for the KMC area including: 
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 Undertake a detailed study of Mill Creek to develop a long-range strategy for the 
redevelopment of the area including consideration of future sea-level rise. 
 Improve the ability of pedestrians to move around KMC and to cross Broadway. 
 Upgrade Mill Creek Park to make it more of a “village center” with improved 
pedestrian facilities. 
 Discourage the use of neighborhood streets within KMC as “cut-throughs” by 
commuter traffic. 
 Support redevelopment of the Central Maine Power Company parcel with a 
“destination-draw” type of use with public access to the shoreline linked to Thomas 
Knight Park. 
 Continue improvement of the infrastructure, especially the sidewalks, trees, street 
signs, and other elements of the streetscape. 
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2. Established Residential Neighborhoods 
 
The City’s established residential neighborhoods are one of its major assets.  These 
neighborhoods offer a range of residential environments and housing styles.  
Currently the City’s zoning regulations make many of the lots and homes in these 
neighborhoods nonconforming with respect to lot sizes and setbacks due to 
outdated requirements. 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
South Portland’s neighborhoods continue to be very desirable places to live as 
property owners continue to invest in upgrading older homes while limited 
residential infill development occurs that is compatible with the scale and character 
of the immediate neighborhood.  The City continues to invest in the infrastructure 
within these neighborhoods to address existing deficiencies and to update facilities, 
including a focus on improved pedestrian and bicycle facilities.  The nearby 
neighborhood centers remaining economically viable and attractive places that allow 
residents to meet some of their day-to-day needs close to home (see sections on the 
Broadway, Cottage Road, and Main Street corridors). 
 
B. Land Use 
 
Within established single-family areas (primarily the existing A and AA Residential 
Districts and portions of the G Zone), the allowed uses continue to be limited to 
primarily single-family homes, accessory dwelling units, and low-intensity 
community uses.  Within larger older homes along collector and arterial streets, 
provisions allow the conversion of homes to duplexes and limited nonresidential 
use.  The minimum lot size and setback requirements are revised to reflect the 
established pattern of development in the immediate neighborhood.  To assure that 
new development is compatible with the existing character of the neighborhood, the 
construction of new homes, the redevelopment of existing homes (tear-downs), and 
the substantial enlargement of new homes on lots with less than 10,000 square feet 
are subject to design standards or design review to assure that the site and building 
design are compatible with the pattern and character of existing development in the 
immediate neighborhood and address stormwater runoff. 
 
In neighborhoods where multi-family housing is currently allowed and exists 
(portions of the existing G Residential Zone) or where there is a substantial 
concentration of multi-family units, the allowed uses include single-family homes, 
duplexes, multi-family housing, and accessory dwelling units as well as community 
uses and low-intensity office and service uses including beauty parlors.  The 
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development standards in these neighborhoods focus on assuring that the use of 
existing buildings or the construction of new or replacement buildings occurs in a 
manner that is compatible with the development pattern of the neighborhood and 
does not create undesirable impacts for neighboring properties.  Therefore, exiting 
lots are allowed to be utilized without consideration of the dwelling unit density as 
long the development standards, including provisions for providing green space on 
the lot and managing stormwater, are met.  As with the single-family 
neighborhoods, development is subject to design standards or design review to 
assure that the site and building design are compatible with the pattern and 
character of existing development in the immediate neighborhood and address 
stormwater runoff. 
 
C. City Policies and Programs 
 
In addition to revisions to its zoning and land use regulations, the City will need to 
undertake a number of other actions to achieve its objectives for the established 
residential neighborhoods including: 
 
 Improve stormwater management including completing sewer separation 
activities as planned to enable infill development 
 Maintain and upgrade the other infrastructure including the streets and 
sidewalks 
 Improve the pedestrian and bicycle facilities within the neighborhoods as 
well as the links to nearby neighborhood centers and community facilities 
 Maintain and upgrade neighborhood parks and green spaces 
 Assure the livability of these neighborhoods by quickly addressing activities 
that create problems for neighbors or the larger neighborhood 
 Continue to provide financial assistance to low/moderate-income property 
owners to maintain and improve their homes 
 Discourage cut-through traffic from using neighborhood streets including 
enforcement of speed limits 
 
3. The Broadway and Cottage Road Corridors 
 
Broadway and Cottage Road function as major traffic arteries in the City.  Cottage 
Road is the primary access to Meeting House Hill and the Loveitt’s Field 
neighborhood and serves as a major commuter route for Cape Elizabeth residents.  
Broadway east of Mill Creek is the primary access to the east end of the City 
including the Ferry Village and Willard neighborhoods as well as the eastern 
waterfront and Southern Maine Community College.  Broadway west of Mill Creek 
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provides access to the Pleasantdale neighborhood and is the major route linking the 
east and west sides of the City. 
 
At the same time, two of the City’s community commercial hubs and a number of its 
neighborhood commercial centers are located along these two streets.  These districts 
serve the adjacent neighborhoods, commuters, and, in some cases, the larger 
community.  Between the current commercial nodes there are residential strips and a 
number of small office and service uses.  Therefore, it is important for the City to 
think holistically about these two corridors. 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
Conceptually, the City’s vision for Broadway and Cottage Road might be thought of 
as beads on a string with the streets being the string and the beads being the 
commercial hubs and neighborhood centers separated by essentially residential and 
mixed-use segments.  While Broadway and Cottage Road carry large amounts of 
traffic, they are City streets and are treated as such and not turned into highways.  
The commercial hubs and neighborhood centers continue to function as community 
and neighborhood service centers but with improved appearance, a wider diversity 
of uses, and a more pedestrian character.  The segments between the centers evolve 
into higher-density, pedestrian-focused, mixed-use corridors where traffic 
conditions permit as long as the additional traffic resulting from 
development/redevelopment can be accommodated.  Public transportation in these 
corridors is enhanced to provide residents with travel alternatives. 
 
B. Land Use 
 
The Broadway and Cottage Road corridors consist of a number of subareas (see 
Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4) that need to be treated differently from a land use 
perspective.  This section looks at the two corridors area by area starting with the 
Cottage Road corridor at the City line and then continuing with the Broadway 
corridor from east to west: 
 
 The Outer End of Cottage Road – This is the portion of the corridor from the 
end of the existing commercial area on Meeting House Hill to the Cape 
Elizabeth line.  The area is allowed to transition to a low-intensity, mixed-use 
area that includes small-scale retail, service, and office uses as well as a range 
of residential uses.  Design standards assure that if existing buildings are 
reused for nonresidential purposes or if new buildings are constructed, the 
character and scale of the existing buildings and the neighborhood is 
maintained. 
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 The Meeting House Hill Commercial Hub – The Meeting House Hill 
Community Commercial Hub is a destination business district that effectively 
balances pedestrian accessibility and safety with the need to maintain 
vehicular mobility.  
The area evolves as 
a mixed-use center 
providing services 
to the surrounding 
neighborhoods as 
well as motorists 
using Cottage Road.  Allowed uses include retail and service businesses as 
well as increased residential and entertainment options.  The area’s character 
evolves into a more attractive and pedestrian-friendly environment as 
existing properties are improved and redevelopment occurs.  Area-specific 
design standards assure that new buildings and changes to existing buildings 
are well designed.  Buildings are located closer to the street.  The space 
between the sidewalk and the building is used for pedestrian amenities or 
landscaping rather than motor vehicle facilities or parking.  Parking and 
vehicle service areas are located to the side or rear of buildings where this is 
feasible. (See photosimulation above) 
 
 Meeting House Hill – The current 
of character of the Cottage Road 
corridor from the foot of the hill to 
the church and commercial area is 
maintained.  Uses in this area are 
limited to residential and 
community uses with provisions 
for very limited nonresidential use 
such as home occupations.  
Residential uses are limited to 
single-family homes with the 
possibility that existing homes can to be converted to duplexes as long as the 
character of the property is maintained.  Modifications to existing buildings 
or new/replacement buildings are subject to design standards to assure they 
are compatible with the character of the segment of the corridor. 
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 East End of Broadway – The current special zoning district to accommodate 
the Betsy Ross House remains in place as is.  The balance of this segment 
moving west continues to be designated as a multi-family residential area 
including low-intensity offices 
and community services with a 
residential density of up to 10 
units per acre.  Medical offices are 
not allowed in this area.  The 
standards for this area require 
more of a pedestrian character 
with buildings located close to the 
street and parking located to the 
side or rear of the building.  
 
 Sawyer Street Neighborhood Center – “Neighborhood Centers” are compact, 
local commercial areas that effectively balance pedestrian accessibility and 
safety with the need to maintain vehicular mobility (see discussion of 
Neighborhood Centers in the Other Land Use Policy section).  These areas 
typically contain neighborhood-serving retail, convenience, service, and 
professional office businesses, as well as moderate to high density housing.  
The mix of businesses in Neighborhood Centers is primarily targeted to 
residents of adjacent residential neighborhoods; bicycle and pedestrian 
accessibility and safety are therefore priorities in these areas.  New buildings 
and changes to existing buildings are well designed, with buildings located 
closer to the street.  The space between the sidewalk and the building is used 
for pedestrian amenities or landscaping rather than motor vehicle facilities or 
parking.  Parking and vehicle service areas are located to the side or rear of 
buildings where this is feasible.  A limited mix of retail, service, and office 
uses is allowed, as long as the scale and intensity of the activity is appropriate 
to the area.  Residential uses continue to be allowed and are encouraged as 
part of mixed-use buildings.  Drive-through services are not permitted in 
these locations.  New automotive repair and service activities including 
gasoline sales are not allowed in this area but existing automotive service 
uses including gasoline sales as part of a convenience store or gas station are 
allowed to continue and modernize. 
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 Broadway–Sawyer Neighborhood Center to Mussey Neighborhood Center – 
This segment continues to be designated as a multifamily residential area 
including low-intensity offices and community 
services with a residential density of up to 10 
units per acre.  Medical offices are not allowed 
in this area.  The standards for this area require 
more of a pedestrian character with buildings 
located close to the street and parking located 
to the side or rear of the building. 
 
 Mussey Neighborhood Center – This neighborhood center is treated similarly 
to the other neighborhood centers – see the Sawyer Street Neighborhood 
Center for the description. 
 
 Broadway–Mussey Neighborhood Center to Cottage Road including the east 
side of Mill Cove – This segment continues to allow a range of housing 
including multi-family housing as well as business and professional offices.  
Residential buildings in this segment are taller (up to 5 to 6 stories) allowing 
higher-density development (up to 24 units per acre) as long as the buildings 
do not wall off the waterfront and views of the water are retained.  The 
standards for this area require more of a pedestrian character with buildings 
located close to the street and parking located to the side or rear of the 
building. 
 
 Pleasantdale-Buttonwood Community Commercial 
Hub – The Pleasantdale-Buttonwood Community 
Commercial Hub is a destination business district 
that effectively balances pedestrian accessibility and 
safety with the need to maintain vehicular mobility.  
The area evolves as a mixed-use center providing 
services to the surrounding neighborhoods as well as 
motorists using Broadway (see Meeting House Hill 
Commercial Hub for additional description). 
 
 Broadway–Pleasantdale-Buttonwood Commercial Hub to Pleasantdale 
Elm/Hill Neighborhood Center – This segment of Broadway evolves into a 
higher-density mixed-use residential-office corridor.  A range of residential 
uses including multi-family housing are allowed with a density of up to 18 
units per acre.  In addition, business and professional offices and small-scale, 
low-intensity service uses are allowed as well as small-scale retail-type uses 
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as part of a mixed-use building.  Buildings are generally limited to three 
stories.  Taller buildings (4 stories) are allowed on lots that are not adjacent to 
a residential neighborhood and the ground floor is used for a nonresidential 
use or parking.  The standards for this area require more of a pedestrian 
character with buildings located close to the street and parking located to the 
side or rear of the building. 
 
 Pleasantdale–Elm/Hill Neighborhood Center – This neighborhood center is 
treated similarly to the other neighborhood centers – see the Sawyer Street 
Neighborhood Center for the description. 
 
 Broadway–Pleasantdale–Elm/Hill Neighborhood Center to Evans 
Neighborhood Center – This segment of Broadway evolves into a higher 
density mixed-use residential- office corridor similar to the Pleasantdale–
Buttonwood to Pleasantdale-Elm/Hill Neighborhood Center segment (see 
description above). 
 
 Evans Street Neighborhood Center – This neighborhood center is treated 
similarly to the other neighborhood centers – see the Sawyer Street 
Neighborhood Center for the description. 
 
 Broadway–Evans Neighborhood Center to Lincoln Street – This portion of 
the Broadway corridor is a special situation that requires different treatment.  
This segment of Broadway is the only street connection between the east and 
west sides of the City – all east-west traffic must go through this one block 
segment of Broadway unless/until an alternative is developed.  Therefore it is 
essential that the City keep open options for possible future traffic 
improvements including the widening of this section of the street.  For this 
reason, this area is designated as a general purpose commercial district 
allowing a wide range of non-residential uses.  New or redeveloped 
buildings should be required to be set back from the street with access 
limitations to minimize impacts on traffic movement and safety. 
 
 Broadway–Lincoln to Cash Corner – The width 
and alignment of Broadway in this segment 
creates a significant obstacle for 
development/redevelopment in this area.  While 
the homes facing Broadway are not desirable 
residential properties, this area continues to be 
designated as a single-family residential district 
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with very limited non-residential use allowed.  This is considered to be a 
“holding zone” recognizing that this area should evolve into a higher-
intensity, mixed-use area similar to other sections of the Broadway corridor if 
transportation improvements are made.  The future could include proposals 
for larger-scale redevelopment of parts of the area. 
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C. City Policies and Programs 
 
Improvement of the Cottage Road and Broadway corridors and the related commercial 
hubs and neighborhood centers will require a long-term, coordinated effort that includes 
actions by both the property owners in the corridor and the City.  In addition to revisions 
to its zoning and land use regulations, the City will need to undertake a number of other 
actions to achieve its objectives for these corridors including: 
 
 Undertake a study of possible traffic improvements between the 
Broadway/Lincoln intersection and the Main Street corridor including 
improvements to Broadway and the possibility of an alternative traffic pattern 
such as a one-way Broadway-Lincoln-Main loop. 
 Develop and implement mini-plans for each community commercial hub and 
neighborhood center since the character and scale of the various centers varies 
widely.  The City should develop the mini-improvement plan for each of the 
centers in cooperation with the property and business owners and the 
surrounding residential neighborhood.  Additional details are provided in the 
subsection dealing with these centers in Section C.  
 Maintain/improve the infrastructure along these corridors including the 
sidewalks and street trees. 
 
4. The Eastern Waterfront 
 
The waterfront area at the east end of the City starting at the yacht club in Ferry Village 
and running around Spring Point to Southern Maine Community College is something 
of a conundrum as the City thinks about the future.  It currently has a wide range of uses 
ranging from marine facilities and oil terminals to high-rise condominiums and a 
growing educational institution.  Some existing uses in the area are or are becoming 
economically obsolete while there continues to be investment in other uses.  While some 
of the most intense development in the City is in this area, other parcels are vacant or 
underutilized. 
 
On one hand, the Eastern Waterfront presents tremendous opportunities for growth and 
development.  Deep-water access is available along much of the coastline, the area is 
served by public water and sewerage, and there is land that is potentially suitable for 
redevelopment.  On the other hand, redevelopment is constrained.  The waterfront area 
is adjacent to established residential neighborhoods, there are a number of parcels where 
the use is committed for the foreseeable future, some areas may be at increasing risk of 
flooding, and, most importantly, vehicle access into and out of the area is constrained.  
Broadway is the primary link between the Eastern Waterfront and the rest of the City.  
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This street bisects established residential neighborhoods and carries heavy volumes of 
traffic, making its ability to accommodate more traffic problematic. 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
The Eastern Waterfront continues to evolve to become a marine, mixed-use area that 
capitalizes on the access to the waterfront and spectacular views of the harbor and inner 
Casco Bay.  Southern Maine Community College continues to improve its campus 
primarily within its existing borders.  The traditional marine uses including the oil 
terminals, repair facilities, and marinas remain key elements of the waterfront.  At the 
same time, the area along Front Street in Ferry Village and the underutilized former 
industrial properties are redeveloped into mixed-use areas that attract people to live and 
work in the area and to enjoy the waterfront. 
 
B. Land Use 
 
The Eastern Waterfront consists of a number of subareas (see Figure 6.5) that need to be 
treated differently from a land use perspective.  These include: 
 
 Ferry Village Marine Mixed-Use Area – This area includes the Front Street 
waterfront in Ferry Village.  The area evolves into a water-related mixed use area 
that both serves the Ferry Village 
neighborhood and attracts visitors to this 
portion of the waterfront.  The waterfront 
continues to be used primarily for 
low/moderate intensity marine related and 
water-enhanced uses that are reasonably 
small in scale.  Non-marine uses are allowed 
to develop over time as part of mixed-use 
redevelopment or reuse especially in areas 
away from the waterfront.  Moderately high-density residential uses (up to 12-18 
units per acre) are allowed on the upper floors of mixed use buildings except 
along the immediate waterfront.  Development/redevelopment maintains or 
provides both visual and actual access to the shoreline. 
 
 Marine Industrial Areas – This includes the Gulf-
Cumberland terminal and Portland Pipe Line terminals 
1 and 2 including the developed tanks.  In the short 
term, the City’s marine terminals and related marine 
industrial areas are maintained and improved while 
minimizing their impact on adjacent residential 
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neighborhoods.  A variety of marine and marine-related uses are allowed. In the 
longer term, if demand for these facilities declines or the type of activity needs to 
change and the owners of these facilities desire to explore other uses for these 
facilities, the City, in conjunction with the owners, should reevaluate the best use 
of these waterfront sites (see additional discussion in the Working Waterfront 
section). 
 
 Shipyard Development District – This area 
includes the large vacant or underutilized 
properties on or near the waterfront including 
the Cacoulidis property and the vacant portion 
of the Portland Pipe Line property at the corner 
of Broadway and Pickett Street as well as the 
other lots on the west/north side of Madison 
Avenue.  This area of the City has significant 
potential to expand the City’s tax base and 
create broad economic benefits for the 
community at large.  The City’s basic policy is 
to encourage good quality development in this 
area.  To accomplish this objective, the City 
should actively work with property owners and/or potential developers to 
explore the possible development/redevelopment of these parcels.  If necessary, 
the City should be a partner in any development to assure that the basic 
infrastructure needed to support a good quality development proposal is 
available.  The City’s broad vision is that this area is developed/redeveloped in a 
way that expands the City’s property tax base and creates economic benefits for 
the entire community while being compatible with the surrounding 
neighborhood.  Within this area, the City’s development regulations should 
continue to allow existing marine and oil facilities to upgrade or expand on 
parcels that are already used for this purpose.  The regulations also should 
encourage creative development/redevelopment of the vacant or underutilized 
land within this district by establishing flexible, performance-based standards 
that allow a wide range of potential uses.  This could include the use of 
“conditional zoning” or the creation of a special development district tailored to a 
specific development proposal.  Any development that is well designed and 
meets that following criteria could be allowed in this development district: 
 
o All waterfront areas are either utilized for marine-related uses or provide 
access to and along the shoreline. 
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o Development is designed to be compatible with projected sea-level rise 
and to protect property from storm induced damage. 
o The overall development is integrated in the traditional development 
pattern of the adjoining Ferry Village and Willard Beach neighborhoods. 
o While the intensity of development is dense, the height and scale of 
buildings transition at the fringes of the area to be compatible with the 
adjacent neighborhoods. 
o New buildings are located and/or designed in such a way as to maximize 
the potential for water views from and/or across the site. 
o Any development provides for an interconnected street network that 
connects to the adjacent streets in a manner that allows traffic to flow 
through the development site without encouraging additional traffic on 
nearby residential streets. 
o The uses and/or provisions for access to a development do not 
significantly increase the amount of peak hour traffic on Broadway or 
introduce large volumes of trucks into the area unless appropriate traffic 
improvements are made.  Provisions for enhanced public transportation 
and/or water-based access are part of the development proposal if 
significant peak hour travel demand will be generated. 
o Any development includes a pedestrian and bicycle network serving the 
development and linking the project to the adjoining neighborhoods and 
the City’s Greenbelt. 
o Any development includes a network of green space designed to serve the 
development and to extend the existing pattern of neighborhood open 
spaces into and through the development. 
o If residential uses are included as part of the development, they should be 
located and designed to provide a transition to the surrounding 
neighborhoods while not introducing impediments to the continued 
operation of nearby marine uses. 
 
 Shipyard Mixed-Use Area – This area 
includes the Breakwater project and the 
adjacent marina and related facilities off 
Pickett Street at the east end of Broadway 
that are part of the existing Spring Point SP 
Zone.  The Shipyard Mixed-Use area will 
continue to be a vibrant residential and 
marine community that offers a range of 
water-enhanced residential and recreational 
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opportunities.  Within this area, a range of residential, marine, and small-scale 
marine and service uses are allowed. 
 
 The Pickett Street Neighborhood Center – This area includes the intersection of 
Broadway and Pickett Street.  The neighborhood center is intended to provide 
services to the surrounding neighborhood, SMCC students, nearby workers, and 
mariners using the various marine facilities.  The center is a compact, local 
commercial area that effectively balances pedestrian accessibility and safety with 
the need to maintain vehicular mobility.  These areas contain neighborhood-
serving retail, convenience, service, and professional office businesses, as well as 
moderate- to high-density housing (see the description of the Sawyer Street NC 
for additional details). 
 
 The SMCC College Institutional Area – 
This area includes the current Southern 
Maine Community College (SMCC) 
campus.  This provides for the continued 
growth and redevelopment of the college 
essentially within its campus.  A clear 
boundary for the campus is established 
and college activities are contained 
within that boundary.  Appropriate 
buffers defined by the City are 
established where the campus adjoins established residential neighborhoods. All 
new development or redevelopment including significant expansions or 
alterations of existing buildings is done in accordance with a Campus Master Plan 
that has been approved by the Planning Board.  Once the Master Plan has been 
approved, SMCC is given flexibility to complete individual projects that conform 
to the approved Master Plan subject to normal site plan review of the details of 
the development. 
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C. City Policies and Programs 
 
Improvement of the Eastern Waterfront will require a long-term, coordinated effort that 
includes actions by both the property owners in the area and the City.  In addition to 
revisions to its zoning and land use regulations, the City will need to undertake a 
number of other actions to achieve its objectives for these corridors including: 
 
The future of the Eastern Waterfront is dependent on improved transportation.  The City 
will need to take a multifaceted approach for doing this including: 
 
 Expanding the capacity of Broadway to move traffic into and out of the area 
while minimizing the impacts on the adjacent residential neighborhoods. 
 Improving public transportation to and from the area including increasing the 
frequency of bus service in the Broadway corridor. 
 Continuing to work with SMCC to increase the number of students and staff 
using the transit system. 
 Exploring the potential for a water-based transportation connection to Portland. 
 Upgrade the pedestrian facilities along Front Street in Ferry Village in 
coordination with any redevelopment proposals. 
 Actively work with property owners and/or potential developers in the Shipyard 
Development District to explore the possible development/redevelopment of 
these parcels. 
 Become a partner, if necessary, in any development proposal in the Shipyard 
Development District to assure that the basic infrastructure needed to support a 
good quality development proposal is available.   
 Develop and implement a mini-plan for the Pickett Street Neighborhood Center 
(see the discussion under Neighborhood Centers and Community Commercial 
Hubs in Section C). 
 
5. The Main Street Corridor 
 
Main Street serves a dual role.  On one hand, it is Route One and serves as a major traffic 
artery.  The southern end of the corridor is the southern gateway to the City as well as 
providing access to and from the South Portland Connector and the Interstate Highway 
system for industrial areas in South Portland and Scarborough.  The northern segment of 
Main Street functions as a major artery as well as providing interstate access for many of 
the oil tank trucks serving the various oil terminals along the waterfront.  On the other 
hand, Main Street serves as a local street that is the entrance to some of the most 
desirable housing in the City, the Thornton Heights, Country Gardens, and Sunset Park 
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neighborhoods.  It is also the location for many of the businesses that provide services to 
the adjacent neighborhoods. 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
The long-term vision for the Main Street corridor embodies two key concepts.  First, that 
the portion of Main Street between the Veterans Bridge ramp and Westbrook Street 
evolves into more of a local street as alternative provisions for truck and through traffic 
are developed.  Second, that Main Street becomes the spine for the development of 
higher-density, mixed-use projects that reinforce the idea of Main Street as a local street 
rather than a major highway.  This vision is a long-term vision that will require 
significant changes in both the use of private property and in the City’s approach to the 
corridor. 
 
B. Land Use 
 
The Main Street Corridor consists of a number of subareas (see Figures 6.6 and 6.7) that 
need to be treated differently from a land use perspective.  Running from Lincoln Street 
at the northern end of the corridor to the Scarborough line in the south, these include: 
 
 Limited Office-Service Area – This area includes the residential properties that 
front on the east side of Main Street on both sides of the Ridgeland Avenue 
intersection.  This strip should allow for low-intensity use of these homes for non-
residential purposes while providing a transition to the adjacent residential 
neighborhood.  Uses would be limited to a range of residential uses and small, 
low-intensity office and service uses with an objective of allowing the property 
owners to continue to have nonresidential potential.  The development standards 
would require that buildings be located close to the street with a buffer along the 
rear property line if they are converted to non-residential use. 
 
 Office-Service Area – This designation includes the area on the west side of Main 
Street from Lincoln Street to the cemetery property, the small residential area 
along Cox Street, and the east side of Main Street as far as Alton Street.  The long-
term objective is that this area will redevelop as an attractive gateway to South 
Portland from the Veteran’s Bridge and I-295. This designation will allow a range 
of non-residential uses including offices, service businesses, contractors, and 
similar businesses that do not generate a lot of traffic.  Retail uses would not be 
allowed except as part of another use.  A range of residential uses would be 
allowed including multi-unit housing.  The development standards will require 
good quality site and building design with a focus on creating an attractive 
streetscape. 
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 Cash Corner Planned 
Commercial-Mixed-Use Area – 
This designation includes the 
portion of the corridor on both 
sides of Cash Corner.  This 
area would continue to be 
designated as a commercial 
district allowing office, retail 
(including gas stations), wholesale, and service uses.  Residential uses would also 
be permitted.  The short-term focus would be on upgraded site design standards 
that require enhanced access management and landscaping for expanded or 
redeveloped properties.  Buildings would be limited to two stories and be 
required to provide off-street parking commensurate with an auto-oriented 
business district.  Existing automotive sales and service uses would be allowed to 
continue but new uses of these types would not be allowed.  In this area, 
development could also be done in accordance with the concept of the Planned 
Mixed-Use Development Area outlined below if the applicant can demonstrate 
that either the traffic from the development can be accommodated or that 
provisions for alternative transportation will be included as part of the 
development design.  This could include support for transit services, car sharing 
programs, or similar activities to reduce peak-hour vehicle use. (See 
photosimulation above.) 
 
 Office-Residential Transition Area – This designation includes the area on the 
west side of Main Street from the railroad bridge to Southwell Avenue.  This 
designation is intended to allow these homes that are adjacent to Main Street to be 
converted to non-residential use but only if it is for uses that do not generate 
significant traffic.  The development standards will allow the existing homes to 
continue to be used for residential purposes as well as for home occupations and 
small, low-intensity office uses. 
 
 Main Street Community 
Commercial Hub – This 
designation includes both 
sides of Main Street from the 
Southwell Avenue area to 
the Westbrook Street 
intersection.  The Main Street Community Commercial Hub is a destination 
business district that effectively balances pedestrian accessibility and safety with 
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the need to maintain vehicular mobility.  The area re-emerges as a mixed-use 
center providing services to the surrounding neighborhoods as well as motorists 
using Main Street rather than as a highway commercial area.  Main Street is 
reconfigured as a City street (see discussion below under City Policies and 
Programs).  Allowed uses include retail and service businesses as well as 
increased residential and entertainment options.  The area’s character evolves into 
a more attractive and pedestrian-friendly environment as existing properties are 
improved and redevelopment occurs.  Area-specific design standards assure that 
new buildings and changes to existing buildings are well designed.  Buildings are 
located closer to the street.  The space between the sidewalk and the building is 
used for pedestrian amenities or landscaping rather than motor vehicle facilities 
or parking.  Parking and vehicle service areas are located to the side or rear of 
buildings where this is feasible. (See photosimulation below.) 
 
 Highway Commercial Services Area – This designation includes the area around 
the intersection of the South Portland Connector and Main Street.  This 
designation recognizes the existing use of this area as a highway commercial 
district.  Within this area, the land use regulations would continue to allow a 
range of retail, service, and hospitality uses in an auto-oriented environment.  The 
development standards would be focused on assuring that any new 
development/redevelopment is well-designed and landscaped. 
 
 Office-Residential Transition Area – This is the small existing RT Zone on the 
west side of Main Street south of the South Portland Connector.  This area will 
continue to be a transition area that allows residential uses as well as low-
intensity office and service uses. 
 
 Noyes Street Area – This designation includes Noyes Street, which is a short 
dead-end street on the east side of Main Street with a handful of homes.  The 
“neighborhood” is sandwiched between the motels to the north and the industrial 
area to the south and east.  These properties should remain zoned as residential.  
If property owners want other use of their neighborhood to be considered in the 
future, the City should be open to this discussion.  
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 Outer Main Street Planned Mixed-Use 
Development Area – This designation includes 
the area on the east side of Main Street from the 
Noyes Street area south to the Scarborough line.  
This area would be designated as a “planned 
development area” in which any new 
development or redevelopment would need to be 
done in accordance with an overall development 
plan that shows how the objectives for the area 
would be achieved.  Within this area, all new 
development or redevelopment would have to 
include a mix of types of uses (residential/office, 
office/retail, etc.) and be designed with an urban 
character.  Buildings would have to be close to 
the street and provide for pedestrian connections to the street.  Parking would 
have to be to the side or rear of the building or within the building.  Projects 
would need to be well designed.  Buildings would have to have a minimum of 
two usable stories.  To encourage reuse and redevelopment, buildings could be 
up to five stories high with provisions to reduce parking standards especially 
with arrangements for transit use.  The upper floors of buildings higher than 3 
stories would have to be stepped back to avoid overwhelming the Main Street 
corridor and the properties on the west side of Main Street.  The maximum 
residential density would be up to 25 units per acre for small units (1 or 2 
bedrooms) or 15-20 units per acre for larger units. 
 
 Outer Main Street Office-Service Area – This area includes the west side of Main 
Street from New York Ave to the Scarborough line.  The objective for this area 
should be twofold.  On one hand, it should become an attractive gateway to the 
City from Scarborough.  On the other hand, it should also function as the 
transition between higher-intensity development envisioned for the east side of 
Main Street and the Sunset Park neighborhood.  This designation allows a range 
of uses including offices, service businesses, contractors, and similar uses.  Retail 
uses would not be allowed except as part of another use.  A range of residential 
uses would be allowed including multi-unit housing.  The development 
standards would allow two to three story buildings subject to design standards.  
A semi-suburban development pattern with some parking in front of buildings 
would be allowed as long as the buildings are reasonably close to the street.   
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C. City Policies and Programs 
 
The long-term improvement of the Main Street Corridor will require a long-range, 
coordinated effort that includes actions by both the property owners in the corridor 
and the City.  In addition to revisions to its zoning and land use regulations, the City 
will need to undertake a number of other actions to achieve its objectives for these 
corridors including: 
 
 Exit 4 of I-295 needs to be reconfigured.  As currently configured, vehicles can use 
the Veteran’s Bridge Connector and Exit 4 to get onto I-295 northbound or to exit 
from I-295 if traveling southbound.  As a result, all vehicles that want to go 
southbound on the Maine Turnpike have to use Main Street to get to the South 
Portland Connector.  Similarly, northbound vehicles have to exit and use the 
South Portland Connector and Main Street.  Exit 4 needs to be reconstructed to 
allow both north and southbound use and the City should continue to support 
this reconfiguration. 
 
 Reconfigure the access to the Scarborough Connector.  The connector from I-295 
to Route One in Scarborough does not allow full directional access, especially for 
vehicles coming to or from the Pleasant Hill industrial area.  The current 
configuration has no provision for southbound vehicles on Route One to get onto 
the connector.  Southbound vehicles on the connector can only go north on Route 
One by using the jug-handle at the Maple Street intersection to essentially reverse 
direction.  This results in vehicles going to and coming from the Pleasant Hill 
industrial area as well as from South Portland using Main Street to reach the 
South Portland Connector.  This connection between Route One and I-295 needs 
to be reconstructed to allow southbound Route One vehicles to get onto the 
Scarborough Connector.  The City needs to continue to support the continued 
exploration of this alternative as another way to reduce truck traffic on Main 
Street. 
 
 Develop and implement a mini-plan for the Main Street Community Commercial 
Hub (see the discussion under Neighborhood Centers and Community 
Commercial Hubs in Section C). 
 
 Reconfigure Main Street from the railroad bridge south to the Westbrook Street 
area.  This portion of Main Street needs to be reconstructed to have more of a 
“street-like character” or to be a “complete street.”  This effort should be guided 
by the mini-plan for the Main Street Community Commercial Hub.  This 
improvement should include narrowing the travel way to provide for one normal 
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width travel lane and a parking lane in each direction (except at signalized 
intersections) with the creation of an esplanade between the curb line and the 
sidewalk.  This improvement would include relocating utilities underground and 
providing street trees in this portion of the corridor. 
 
 Maintain and improve/extend the sidewalks on both sides of Main Street from 
Lincoln Street to the City line. 
 
 Manage curb cuts in the corridor.  The City should undertake a program to work 
with property owners to reconfigure the frontage along Main Street to “closeup” 
areas where there are undefined or poorly defined points of access.  The objective 
of this program would be to create clearly defined points of access to each lot and 
to separate the street from the private lot. 
 
6. The Working Waterfront 
 
South Portland developed around its waterfront and that waterfront continues to be a 
major feature in the City both from an economic perspective and a scenic/recreational 
perspective.  The waterfront is home to a number of activities that are truly “water-
dependent” – uses that require a location on the water as an operational necessity.  These 
include the Portland Pipe Line facilities on the waterfront and the other oil terminals, the 
Portland Street pier that provides access for local fishermen, the City’s boat launch, boat 
repair facilities, and a number of marinas.  In addition, it includes the Portland Pipe Line 
tank farm off Hill Street even though it is not located directly on the waterfront.  At the 
same time, there is market-driven pressure for other “non-water-dependent” uses to 
locate on the waterfront including restaurants and residential uses. 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
The City’s deep-water access is a unique and very valuable asset.  Those areas that are 
currently used for marine purposes should generally be reserved for future uses that 
require a waterfront location.  The exceptions to this broad vision are along Front Street 
in Ferry Village where limited mixed-use development may be appropriate as long as 
the waterfront continues to be used primarily for low/moderate-intensity, marine-related 
and water-enhanced uses that are reasonably small in scale, and the redevelopment of 
the so-called Cacoulidis property in the shipyard area (see discussion under the Eastern 
Waterfront section above).  In the long term, if the need for oil transport diminishes, the 
City will need to re-evaluate the best use of these areas.  
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B. Land Use 
 
Many of the areas of the waterfront currently used for marine purposes are zoned 
Commercial except for the “Eastern Waterfront” which is included in the Shipyard 
District.  The Commercial (C) District allows a wide range of nonresidential uses 
including many that do not require a waterfront location including retail and service 
businesses, offices, entertainment and recreational facilities, restaurants, and hotels as 
well as residential units on the upper floors.  The Shipyard (S) District allows a similar 
range of nonresidential uses but precludes residential uses. 
 
To assure the continued availability of these areas for future marine uses, the City land 
use regulations should designate the working waterfront areas that are currently zoned 
Commercial as Marine Industrial areas in which a variety of marine and marine-related 
uses are allowed but residential uses and nonresidential uses that do not need a 
waterfront location are not permitted (see Figure 6.8).  This should include the Portland 
Pipe Line tank farm off Hill Street.  In the longer term, if demand for these facilities 
declines or the type of activity needs to change and the owners of these facilities desire to 
explore other uses for these facilities, the City, in conjunction with the owners, should 
reevaluate the best use of these waterfront sites. 
 
Front Street in Ferry Village and the large, vacant parcels in the shipyard area should be 
designated as the Ferry Village Marine Mixed-Use Area and Shipyard Development 
District, respectively, as discussed in the Eastern Waterfront section above. 
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C. City Policies and Programs 
 
In addition to revisions to its zoning and land use regulations and the actions discussed 
above with respect to the Eastern Waterfront, the City will need to undertake a number 
of other actions to achieve its objectives for these waterfront areas including: 
 
 Support periodic dredging of the Fore River channel to assure access to the 
existing terminals 
 Improve the management of the tanker truck traffic serving the terminals to 
minimize the impact on the community including the reconfiguration of Exit 4 of 
I-295.  
 Work with the operators of the existing terminals to minimize the impacts on 
adjacent residential neighborhoods. 
 Consider the use of Tax Increment Financing or other financing approaches to 
enable terminal operators to modernize and improve these facilities as well as to 
mitigate environmental concerns. 
 
7. The Maine Mall Area 
 
The greater Maine Mall area extends from I-295 on the east to the Westbrook city line on 
the west and from the Jetport on the north to the Scarborough line on the south.  The 
area is predominantly non-residential 
except for the Redbank-Brickhill 
neighborhood.   The core of the mall 
area is the Maine Mall and the 
surrounding primarily retail 
development along Maine Mall Road, 
Payne Road, and Gorham Road.  This 
core is surrounded by a variety of 
non-residential uses including a 
cluster of office-type uses between 
the mall and I-295 and a mix of retail, 
office, and light industrial uses in the 
Western Avenue corridor.  West of 
the Turnpike, current utilization of 
the area includes a retail center between the Turnpike and Running Hill Road, a 
business/industrial park on the west side of Westbrook Street, and the Sable Oaks office, 
hotel, golf course development between Running Hill Road and the Westbrook line.  
Within the Maine Mall area, there are limited opportunities of “green field” 
development but there is significant long-term potential for both redevelopment and the 
more intense use of existing developed properties.  The Long Creek stormwater 
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management program creates some additional development requirements in much of 
this area.  
 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
The broad, long-term vision for this area includes three major components: 
 
1. The Maine Mall and the related retail area will remain Maine’s premier 
retail center and will grow to become more of a shopping/entertainment 
destination as retail offerings are expanded and upgraded and the 
attractiveness of the area is improved. 
2. The diversity of uses in the Maine Mall area will increase both within the 
overall area and within the currently single-use area to create much more 
of a mixed-use environment.  This could include the addition of additional 
residential uses in the area. 
3. The overall area will become increasingly pedestrian-friendly as additional 
development occurs, resulting in less distance between buildings and 
improved pedestrian facilities. 
 
B. Land Use 
 
The City should treat the Maine Mall area as essentially four types of land use 
designations (see Figure 6.9): 
 
 The Redbank/Brickhill neighborhood should be 
designated as an established high-density residential 
neighborhood with a neighborhood center.  Within this 
area, non-residential uses should be limited to promote the 
residential character of this neighborhood.  
 
 The existing business/industrial park areas along 
Westbrook Street and in the Western Avenue/Jetport area 
should be designated as economic growth areas and 
reserved for office and light industrial-type uses 
 
 The Sable Oaks area and adjacent areas on the Turnpike 
side of Running Hill Road should continue to be 
designated as an office-recreational-residential area that 
provides a high-quality office park environment.   
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The remainder of the area should essentially be treated as a 
mixed-use district in which a wide diversity of non-
residential and residential uses are allowed and which 
encourages an intensification of use to create more of a 
unified destination rather than a collection of individual 
developments.  
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C. City Policies and Programs 
 
Transforming the Maine Mall area into more of a “destination” will require the active 
involvement of the City in cooperation with the principal property owners.  This will 
include: 
 
 Developing attractive gateways to the general 
mall area at the primary entrances that create an 
image of having arrived at a destination.  This 
should include the Maine Mall Road/Western 
Avenue intersection area, the Western Avenue/I-
295 exit area, and the Maine Mall 
Road/Turnpike access area.  
 Developing an attractive, distinctive design for 
the mall area streetscape including street lighting, street and informational signs, 
sidewalks and pedestrian crosswalks, and similar features that will be applied 
throughout the mall area to create a sense of a special place. 
 Continuing to improve/expand the sidewalk and trail network including 
improved pedestrian crosswalks in key locations. 
 Working with property owners to develop a continuous network of pedestrian 
facilities including both sidewalks and trails to link key buildings or activity 
centers with each other. 
 
8. Industrial Growth 
 
Industrial and related uses have traditionally played an important role in the City.  
Industrial-type activities are concentrated in four areas: 1) the Rumery/Rigby/Lincoln 
Street area, 2) the Wallace Avenue area off Main Street, 3) the Western Avenue/Jetport 
area, and 4) the business park along Westbrook Street.  Within these areas there is very 
limited vacant land that is suitable for development.  In addition to these four areas, 
there is an area between the Rigby Yard and outer Highland Avenue that is vacant and 
has been zoned for industrial use.  Construction in this area has been limited because of 
development constraints created by wetlands and restricted access because of a rail line 
that bisects the area. 
 
A. Broad Vision 
 
South Portland will continue to be home for a wide variety of industrial, distribution, 
and similar uses ranging from world leaders in technology to small, locally focused 
businesses.  Through a sound economic development program, the City will continue to 
be an attractive place for industrial-type activities to be located and to grow and expand. 
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B. Land Use 
 
The City should continue to “reserve” the existing industrially zoned areas for industrial 
and similar uses.  The focus of the City’s land use regulations in these areas should be 
twofold.  On one hand, the regulations should reserve these areas for industrial types 
uses and exclude uses and activities that may be incompatible with industrial activities 
such as residential uses or that can be located in other areas of the City such as retail and 
service uses.  On the other hand, the City’s development standards should assure that 
these uses are “good neighbors” and do not create undesirable impacts on adjacent uses 
or the larger community.  The City should review and update its performance standards 
as necessary. 
 
C. City Policies and Programs 
 
In addition to the updating the City’s land use standards for these industrial areas, the 
City’s economic development effort should focus on providing adequate infrastructure 
to support these areas, improving vehicular access especially for trucks, reducing energy 
costs, enhancing wetland mitigation opportunities, and using Tax Increment Financing 
(TIF) and other funding tools to support economic growth.  The City’s program should 
include the following: 
 
 Improve stormwater management including completing sewer separation 
activities as planned to enable development in areas with combined sewers and 
the development of watershed-based stormwater management programs 
 Continue to support reconfiguration of Exit 4 of I-295 to allow both north and 
southbound use (see the Main Street Corridor section for additional discussion).  
 Continue to support the exploration of the reconfiguration of the access to the 
Scarborough Connector from Route One as a way to improve access to the City’s 
industrial areas (see the Main Street Corridor section for additional discussion). 
 Continue to explore improved vehicular access to the potentially developable 
industrial land between Rigby Yard and outer Highland Avenue. 
 Coordinate efforts to reduce energy costs for South Portland businesses including 
allowing small-scale energy facilities to be located in these areas to serve 
individual or groups of users and the bulk purchase of electricity. 
 Develop a wetlands mitigation bank that allows industrial-type development that 
encroaches on wetlands to meet mitigation requirements through pre-identified 
and planned mitigation activities. 
 Continue to use TIF and other financing tools to provide the infrastructure 
needed to support industrial growth. 
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 Support continued rail service to these industrial areas including the upgrading 
of the facilities as needed. 
 
C. Other Land Use Policies 
 
Section B addresses, on a geographic basis, most of the major land use policy issues 
facing the City.  There are a number of important land use issues that do not fit into this 
format and therefore are addressed in this section. 
 
1. Urban Agriculture/Backyard Farming 
 
As shown in the land use inventory, the City has little land that is currently being used 
for commercial farming or other traditional agricultural uses.  The City’s policy is to 
allow and encourage the continuation of these activities where they do exist.  The City 
currently has a Rural Residential (RF) zoning district that allows general purpose 
farming as a permitted use.  In addition, pre-existing farms are allowed to continue in 
the residential districts.  The City’s land use regulations should continue to allow 
existing traditional agricultural uses in residential areas. 
 
There is a growing interest in urban agriculture, or the growing of crops or the raising of 
“farm animals” within residential neighborhoods.  The City has responded to this 
interest by allowing the raising of a limited number of chickens on residential lots subject 
to specific standards.  The City also allows the keeping of bees with the number of hives 
allowed based on the size of the lot.  The City’s policy should be to allow urban 
agriculture/backyard farming as long as it does not create problems for adjacent 
properties. 
 
The City should review and update its provisions dealing with “urban agriculture.”  In 
addition to allowing the keeping of a limited number of fowl and bees, these provisions 
should allow the growing of crops on residential lots (accessory agricultural activities) 
including the sale of produce or similar items.  The provisions for accessory agricultural 
activities should include consideration of small-scale greenhouses and similar structures 
for the cultivation of plants and provide appropriate standards for their location and the 
use of artificial lighting.  The City’s regulations should also allow the keeping of other 
farm animals on residential lots and establish standards for when larger animals may be 
kept, and under what conditions.  These animal husbandry standards should tie the 
number and size of animals that may be kept to the size of the lot. 
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The City should also undertake an informational program to make residents aware of 
both the opportunities for urban agriculture and the possible hazards of raising crops on 
potentially contaminated soil and the potential effects of fertilizers and herbicides on the 
City’s waterbodies.  This should include information about ways to grow crops safely in 
an urban environment including encouragement of soil testing.  The City should explore 
ways to work with the School Department to provide ongoing educational and 
information programs on urban agriculture and the latest practices. 
 
2. Manufactured Housing 
 
State law requires that all Maine municipalities provide for mobile home parks and the 
location of manufactured housing units on individual residential lots.  The City currently 
allows mobile home parks in the Rural Residential (RF) District but there is very limited 
land zoned RF.  The City currently allows manufactured housing units on all conforming 
residential lots subject to a set of design standards that require a residential appearance.  
To address the state law, the City should: 
 
 Allow a new mobile home park to be developed in any residential zone provided 
that the site has a minimum of ten acres, is served by public sewerage and public 
water, and the design and layout will conform to the minimum standards 
established by state law. 
 Allow a manufactured housing unit that meets the basic residential design 
standards set out in state law (minimum width, pitched roof, residential siding, 
etc.) to be placed on any conforming residential lot provided that the unit is 
placed on a permanent foundation and conforms to any additional design 
requirements that apply to other single-family homes. 
 
3. Green Development 
 
An objective of the Plan is to reduce the negative impacts of the built environment on the 
natural environment.  This includes consideration of where and how development and 
redevelopment occurs in the City.  Green development includes green building 
standards, encouragement of mixed-use development, encouragement of compact 
development adjacent to major corridors, and reduction in stormwater discharges. 
 
 Green building standards – The City should encourage all new construction of 
non-residential and multi-family residential structures including redevelopment 
projects to meet nationally recognized and third-party verified, green building 
standards.  The development regulations should provide incentives for projects 
that meet these standards. 
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 Mixed-use development – The land use policies and the Future Land Use Plan 
encourage a development pattern that mixes residential and non-residential uses 
within geographic areas and/or within specific projects or buildings to reduce the 
need for people to travel long distances.  The development regulations should 
encourage the addition of residential units in those areas that are within close 
proximity of existing services and retail uses. 
 Compact development – The City’s development requirements should encourage 
more intense, compact development in those areas that are able to be easily 
serviced by the bus system.  These areas include the Knightville/Mill Creek area, 
the corridors along Broadway, Cottage Road, and Main Street, and the Maine 
Mall area. 
 Stormwater management – A major impact of development on the City’s 
environment is stormwater runoff.  The City has adopted stormwater 
management provisions, including a stormwater best management practices 
manual, for new development.  These provisions encourage the use of practices 
that minimize stormwater discharges.  The City is also participating in a 
watershed-wide stormwater management program for the Long Creek watershed 
that addresses stormwater from both existing and new development.  The City is 
also developing a watershed management plan for Trout Brook watershed.  The 
City should expand the use of watershed-based stormwater management to the 
other stream watersheds in the City to reduce the impact of runoff on surface 
waters. 
 
4. Quality Design 
 
A fundamental objective of this Plan is to assure that new development, redevelopment, 
or substantial expansions to existing buildings are designed so that they are attractive 
additions to the community and do not detract from the character of established 
neighborhoods.  To assure that this objective is achieved, the City should undertake the 
following: 
 
 Infill development in established residential neighborhoods – The City’s 
development standards should require that all new residential construction, 
including single-family homes, in established residential neighborhoods be 
designed and constructed so that they are compatible with the character of the 
immediate neighborhood where they will be located.  In general, the level of 
design considerations should vary so that development of smaller lots or in areas 
with a well-defined development pattern is subject to more intensive design 
considerations.  This can take a variety of approaches including the use of a “form 
based code”, design standards administered by staff, or a mini-site plan review 
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process as is currently applied to the development of lots with less than 5,000 
square feet of lot area. 
 Neighborhood centers – In the smaller commercial and mixed-use centers (see 
Future Land Use Plan) that primarily serve the surrounding residential 
neighborhoods and commuters, the City’s development standards should require 
that new development/redevelopment or substantial modifications to existing 
buildings be designed to be compatible with the development pattern of the area 
and the desired future form of the center as identified in an adopted mini-
development plan for each center. 
 Knightville design standards – The City should review and revise the existing 
design standards for Knightville to assure that development/redevelopment or 
the substantial alteration of existing buildings throughout the neighborhood 
including existing residential areas is done to reinforce the village neighborhood 
character desired for this area.  
 Commercial design standards – The City should adopt commercial design 
standards for new development in commercial areas to assure that the sites and 
buildings are designed in a manner that is consistent with the vision and 
objectives of this plan.  These standards should address both site design and 
building design considerations with a focus on encouraging more pedestrian-
friendly and attractive development. 
 
5. Alternative Transportation 
 
An objective of this Plan is to increase the viability of future transportation options in the 
City including the expansion of mass transit service.  Viable mass transit service requires 
a population concentration that is within an easy walk of the bus (or streetcar) line.  
Therefore, the City’s land use regulations should encourage more intense, compact 
development in areas that are or potentially could be served by current or future transit 
service (see compact development under Green Development). In addition, the City 
should increase the number of parcels included in the Transit TIF District as a way of 
improving transit service in the City. 
 
6. Neighborhood Centers and Community Commercial Hubs 
 
A key element of the Plan is maintaining and enhancing the established Neighborhood 
Centers and Community Commercial Hubs.  This will require that the City undertake a 
comprehensive program of improvements and investments in these areas in addition to 
the land use regulatory changes envisioned above.  These programs will need to be 
tailored to each area to reflect their diverse characters. 
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A. Mini-Plans for Each Area – The character and scale of the various 
neighborhood activity centers and community commercial hubs varies widely.  
The City needs to develop a mini improvement plan for each of the activity 
centers in cooperation with the property and business owners and the 
surrounding residential neighborhood based on the concepts outlined below.  
Each mini-plan should identify the desired visual character of the neighborhood 
and the specific improvements/investments that are needed to enhance the area 
both from an economic and a visual perspective.  Once prepared, these mini-
plans should be adopted as addendums to the Comprehensive Plan and serve as 
the guide for City actions in these neighborhood centers. 
 
B. Visual Environment – The City should undertake capital investments in each 
neighborhood activity center to create a distinctive visual environment for each 
district – something that says you are at a “special place.”  These investments 
should be based on the mini improvement plan for the area and could include 
different sidewalk treatments, lighting, coordinated sign programs with 
businesses/property owners, coordinated landscaping, flowers, etc.  This should 
also include a focus on making these centers green islands by planting and 
maintaining trees wherever possible. 
 
In addition, the City should consider creating a façade improvement program 
that provides financial incentives for building improvements that are consistent 
with “new” standards that reflect the desired character of the neighborhood if 
funding is available through the community development or similar programs. 
 
C. Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities – The City should make investments that 
make these neighborhood centers and commercial hubs more pedestrian-friendly 
and that reinforce the connection to the adjacent residential neighborhoods.  This 
should include (in accordance with the mini-plan for the center): 
 
 Maintaining and improving existing sidewalks or providing new 
sidewalks where they do not exist within these centers. 
 Providing/maintaining good sidewalk/pedestrian connections to the 
adjacent residential neighborhoods (similar to school route sidewalks). 
 Providing clearly marked and signed crosswalks in all of the centers (see 
Traffic policies for more details). 
 Reviewing and revising intersection designs if appropriate to reduce the 
pedestrian crossing distance where feasible and/or provide for pedestrian 
islands in wide streets. 
 Providing, where appropriate, pedestrian amenities such as benches and 
pedestrian lighting to make these centers more attractive as gathering 
places. 
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 Installing/maintaining bike racks/facilities.  
 
D. Traffic – Within these centers and hubs, pedestrian safety and creating 
comfortable, welcoming environments for pedestrians and other users of the 
center should be a priority especially when traffic improvements are considered.  
This should include: 
 
 Vigorously enforcing speed limits in the vicinity of these centers to make 
these areas as pedestrian-friendly as possible. 
 Making enforcement of “stopping for pedestrians in a crosswalk” a 
priority in these centers including providing well-marked and signed 
crosswalks and regularly enforcing the law to develop a pedestrian 
sensitivity among motorists who regularly use these streets. 
 Evaluating right turn on red provisions for the intersections within the 
neighborhood centers to assure that there are no conflicts with pedestrians 
and considering prohibiting them if there are conflicts. 
 
E. Parking – While the long-term objective is to make these neighborhood centers 
and commercial hubs more pedestrian-friendly and pedestrian-focused, the 
provision of adequate parking is important to their long-term viability.  To assure 
that there is an adequate supply of parking while maintaining/enhancing the 
pedestrian character of these centers, the City should actively work to improve 
parking in each area including:  
 
 Allowing reduced off-street parking requirements within these centers 
similar to what is currently allowed in the Knightville area and providing 
flexibility for mixed-use buildings to double count spaces for multiple uses 
such as residential and office if the time of use is relatively exclusive. 
 Maximizing the potential for on-street parking in these centers consistent 
with safety. 
 Actively working with property owners to allow limited “public use” of 
private parking facilities if this is appropriate. 
Where there is a deficiency in the supply of parking, working with property owners 
to develop additional public parking to serve the neighborhood center including 
using creative funding mechanisms such as impact fees or parking fees in lieu of 
providing on-site parking. 
 
7. Brownfields Reuse/Redevelopment 
 
The City contains some parcels that are contaminated as a result of their current or prior 
use.  This contamination limits the potential for the reuse and/or redevelopment of these 
sites.  The City should encourage property owners to investigate the condition of these 
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sites and develop and carry out plans to remediate the contamination as appropriate.  
The City should work with property owners to obtain funding for the investigation and 
clean-up of these sites including seeking outside grants for this purpose.  In assisting 
property owners, the City should avoid assuming any legal or financial liability for the 
clean-up of these properties. 
 
8. Neighborhood Plans 
 
There are three “neighborhood plans” that were adopted as addendums to the City’s 
1992-2005 Comprehensive Plan.  The three plans are: 
 
 The Ferry Village Neighborhood Plan – 2002 
 The Willard Neighborhood Plan – 2004 
 The Knightville Mill Creek Neighborhood Master Plan – 2005 
 
Many of the land use concepts and proposals set forth in these neighborhood plans have 
been incorporated into the update of the Comprehensive Plan.  Other aspects of these 
plans have been implemented or are now outdated.  Therefore these plans are not 
included as part of this Update.   
 
The City supports the continued development and updating of neighborhood plans 
within the context created by the citywide Comprehensive Plan.  Therefore, the City 
should continue to provide staff and other resources (as available) to any neighborhood 
organization that wishes to develop a plan or update their existing plan for their 
neighborhood.  The expectation is that these neighborhood plans will provide additional 
details and specific proposals that go beyond the scope of  the Comprehensive Plan. 
D. Future Land Use Plan 
The Future Land Use Plan shows graphically how the City’s land use policies apply to 
the land area of the City of South Portland and where and how growth should be 
accommodated over the next decade.  The Future Land Use Plan is not a zoning map.  It 
is intended to show, in a general sense, the desired pattern of future land use and 
development.  The intention is that this Future Land Use Plan will guide revisions to the 
City’s zoning ordinance and maps to assure that the land use regulations are consistent 
with the policies set forth in this Comprehensive Plan.  The boundaries shown on the 
Future Land Use Plan are general.  The boundaries of each land use designation should 
serve as guidelines as the zoning ordinance and map are reviewed and revised.   
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1. Concept of Growth Areas, Limited Growth Areas, and Restricted or 
Non-Growth Areas 
 
The Future Land Use Plan embodies the concept that the City should identify and 
designate “growth areas” or areas in which most of the anticipated non-residential and 
residential growth will be accommodated, “limited growth areas” or areas in which 
intensive development will be discouraged but modest infill development and 
redevelopment will be accommodated, and “restricted or non-growth areas” where 
development will be discouraged or prohibited.  These areas are defined as follows: 
 
 Growth Areas – These are areas where the City wants growth and development 
to occur.  The anticipation is that most residential and non-residential 
development over the next ten years will occur in these growth areas.  Growth 
Areas include the limited areas with undeveloped land that are appropriate for 
development as well as developed areas where redevelopment or significant 
intensification of use is desired.  For example, this includes the shipyard area and 
areas of the Main Street corridor where more intensive use is desired. 
 
 Limited Growth Areas – These are areas that are either essentially fully developed 
and, therefore, have limited development potential or that have vacant or under-
utilized land where the City’s desires a limited amount of growth and 
development over the next ten years.  Limited Growth Areas would include 
established neighborhoods where the City’s objective is to maintain the current 
development pattern while allowing limited infill or redevelopment that is in 
character with the neighborhood.  For example, this designation includes existing 
neighborhoods such as Meeting House Hill. 
 
 Restricted or Non-Growth Areas – These are areas that are either unsuitable for 
development or in which the City desires to see little or no growth and 
development over the next ten years.  This includes the areas that are currently 
zoned Resource Protection.  
 
2. Land Use Designations 
 
The Future Land Use Plan takes the parts of the City that are within these three broad 
categories and divides them into “land use designations”.  These land use designations 
cover the entire City and incorporate the concepts set forth for the key land use policy 
areas discussed in section C above.  As noted in the introduction to this section, the land 
use designations are not intended to be “zoning districts” per se.  Rather they form the 
broad basis that must be reflected in the City’s zoning ordinance including the zoning 
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map.  In the preparation of the revised zoning provisions, some of the designations may 
be combined or re-arranged or divided to create a workable number of zoning districts. 
 
Growth Areas 
 
A. Residential Land Use Designations 
 
 Knightville Residential Neighborhood (See Figure 6.1 and related discussion) 
 Mill Creek Residential Fringe (See Figure 6.1 and related discussion) 
 Suburban Residential Development Areas 
 Redbank/Brickhill Area (See Figure 6.9 and related discussion) 
 
B. Mixed-Use Land Use Designations 
 
 Knightville Ocean Avenue-Cottage Road Corridor (See Figure 6.1 and related 
discussion) 
 Mill Creek Park Area (See Figure 6.1 and related discussion) 
 Mill Creek Commercial Center (See Figure 6.1 and related discussion) 
 Community Commercial Centers (Meeting House Hill, Pleasantdale-Buttonwood, 
Main Street) (See Figures 6.2, 6.4, & 6.7 and related discussions) 
 Mixed-Use Corridors (East End of Broadway, Broadway-Sawyer Neighborhood 
Center to Mussey Neighborhood Center, Broadway-Mussey Neighborhood 
Center to Cottage, Broadway-Pleasantdale) (See Figures 6.3 & 6.4) 
 Marine Mixed-Use Area (Front Street–Ferry Village) (See Figure 6.5 and related 
discussion) 
 Shipyard Development District (See Figure 6.5 and related discussion) 
 Shipyard Mixed-Use Area (See Figure 6.5 and related discussion) 
 SMCC College Institutional Area (See Figure 6.5 and related discussion) 
 Main Street Office-Service Areas (See Figures 6.6 & 6.7 and related discussions) 
 Main Street Planned Commercial Mixed-Use Areas (See Figures 6.6 & 6.7 and 
related discussions) 
 Sable Oaks Area (See Figure 6.9 and related discussion) 
 Maine Mall Mixed Use Area (See Figure 6.9 and related discussion) 
 
C. Non-Residential Land Use Designations 
 
 Marine-Industrial Areas (See Figure 6.8 and related discussion) 
 Highway Commercial Services Area (See Figure 6.7 and related discussion) 
 Business/Office Parks/Jetport (See Figure 6.9 and related discussion) 
 Industrial Areas 
 
Limited Growth Areas 
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A. Residential Land Use Designations 
 
 Cottage Road-Meeting House Hill (See Figure 6.2 and related discussion) 
 Betsy Ross House (See Figure 6.3 and related discussion) 
 Broadway-Lincoln to Cash Corner (See Figure 6.4 and related discussion) 
 Established Single-Family Neighborhoods 
 Established Multi-Family Neighborhoods 
 
B. Mixed-Use Land Use Designations 
 
 Outer End of Cottage Road (See Figure 6.2 and related discussion) 
 Neighborhood Centers (Pickett, Sawyer, Mussey, Ferry Village, Pleasantdale, 
Evans, Ocean/Sawyer, Cottage/Highland) (See Figures 6.3 & 6.4 and related 
discussions) 
 Broadway-Evans to Lincoln (See Figure 6.4 and related discussion) 
 Main Street Limited Office Service Area (See Figure 6.6 and related discussion) 
 Office-Residential Transition Areas (See Figure 6.7 and related discussion) 
 
Restricted or Non-Growth Areas 
 
A. Resource Protection Land Use Designations 
 
 Areas zoned Resource Protection as of 9/1/12 (Not shown - see current Zoning 
Map) 
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Chapter Seven: Regional Coordination 
 
 
The City of South Portland is part of the Greater Portland region.  In some cases, what 
happens in South Portland influences the larger region.  For example, continued 
economic growth in the Maine Mall area will create economic benefits that extend 
beyond the City limits.  In other cases, what happens in other communities can influence 
South Portland.  Residential growth in Cape Elizabeth generates traffic that uses South 
Portland’s road network while also expanding the customer base for businesses in the 
Knightville/Mill Creek area.  In some cases, natural resource issues such as the 
management of the Long Creek watershed extend across municipal boundaries.  The 
City shares a waterfront with Portland and what happens on one shore influences the 
other side of the harbor.  While the focus of this Comprehensive Plan is on the City of 
South Portland, this chapter looks at the regional issues facing South Portland and how 
those can be addressed. 
 
South Portland cooperates in many regional efforts with many partners.  The City is an 
active participant in regional efforts including the Greater Portland Council of 
Governments (GPCOG), PACTS, the Greater Portland Economic Development 
Corporation, and the Portland Public Development Commission.  The City’s School 
Department participates in the Casco Bay Education Alliance, a six-district collaborative 
organization and is involved in the Sebago Education Alliance.  The City participates in 
joint efforts to manage Portland harbor.  South Portland provides animal control services 
to Cape Elizabeth and assessing services to Westbrook and the School Department 
maintains Portland’s school bus fleet.  The City’s bus system works with Metro, GPCOG, 
and other transit providers in the region to coordinate transit service.  Portland and 
South Portland provide ambulance service to each other.  The City participates in a 
county-wide community development program.  The City works closely with 
Scarborough and other communities on management of the Long Creek watershed and 
sewage from parts of Cape Elizabeth and Scarborough are treated by the City.  
Scarborough and South Portland bid jointly for products and services.  These are just a 
few examples of the City’s involvement in regional planning and programming 
activities. 
 
The following sections look at a number of regional issues facing the City as it plans for 
the future: 
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A. Housing and Population 
South Portland and the other core cities of Portland and Westbrook provide most of the 
subsidized housing and much of the moderate cost and rental housing available within 
the region.  The City made a major commitment to assuring there is an adequate regional 
supply of affordable housing when it created the Brick Hill Affordable Housing TIF 
District.  The City should encourage the Greater Portland Council of Governments 
(GPCOG) and the other communities in the region to develop a regional approach for 
providing affordable and workforce housing so that each community in Greater Portland 
does its “fair share” in meeting the regional need for this type of housing. 
 
B. Regional Economic Development 
Historically, the economy of South Portland was closely tied to the City of Portland and 
its economy.  The growth of the Maine Mall area including the more recent spillover into 
Scarborough has changed the economic landscape of the region.  Nevertheless, the 
economic health of South Portland is closely tied to the economic health of Portland and 
the larger region.  Therefore, it is important that the community’s economic development 
activities focus both on the community and region.  The City should continue to work 
with Portland, Scarborough, Westbrook and regional economic development 
organizations to improve the economy of the region and to avoid moving existing 
businesses from community to community with little or no regional benefit. 
 
The City’s proposal for the possible creation of a South Portland Technology Park (see 
Chapter 5) that focuses on expanding opportunities in the STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math) sector creates the potential for the City to work with the other 
communities and educational institutions in the region. 
 
C. Natural Resource Management 
The City has been active in regional efforts to redefine the 100-Year Floodplain in coastal 
areas of Southern Maine.  The City is the lead participant in the multi-community Long 
Creek Watershed Stormwater Management Plan and is now involved in similar efforts to 
develop a watershed management plan for the Red Brook watershed. 
 
D. Transportation 
South Portland’s location creates interesting transportation issues for the City.  On one 
hand, residents and businesses from neighboring communities use portions of the City’s 
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street system as regional traffic arteries.  On the other hand, the City’s access to I-295 and 
the Scarborough connector are limited, resulting in significant truck traffic using the 
City’s streets, especially Main Street, as “truck routes.”  The City should continue to 
work with the MeDOT, PACTS and regional communities to improve the regional road 
network to move commuter and truck traffic off the City street system to the extent it is 
practical.  This includes working to develop Exit 4 from I-295 into a full four-directional 
interchange and exploring the potential for improving access to and from Main Street to 
the Scarborough connector. 
 
The City has developed an extensive network of pedestrian and bicycle facilities and 
should continue to work with PACTS and adjacent communities to interconnect these 
facilities with those in other communities to create a regional network.  Similarly, the 
City should continue to work with PACTS and other regional transit providers to 
expand and enhance the regional transit system. 
 
The development of the “East End Waterfront” (see Chapter 6) is somewhat constrained 
by vehicular access along Broadway, which bisects established residential 
neighborhoods.  If significant development occurs in this part of the community, the 
City, in conjunction with PACTS and the Casco Bay Transit District and other possible 
service providers, should explore the feasibility of developing a ferry connection to 
Portland to provide alternative access to this area including Southern Maine Community 
College. 
 
E. Public Facilities and Services 
The City cooperates with Portland and groups of municipalities on many management 
and public safety issues.  The School Department is active in two regional collaboratives.  
Some of the agreements are formal mutual aid agreements, while others are less formal 
joint purchasing or coordination programs.  The City and School Department should 
continue to explore opportunities to reduce costs or improve services through regional 
consolidation of facilities or regional service delivery. 
 
F. Recreation and Open Space 
The City shares an extensive boundary with the Town of Cape Elizabeth.  There is open 
space along the border and an extensive trail network that crosses the boundary between 
the two communities.  Many South Portland residents benefit from the land in the Cape 
that is used by the residents of both communities.  Cape Elizabeth is interested in 
preserving additional open space and minimizing new residential development.  The 
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City should explore possible approaches for working with Cape Elizabeth to expand 
open space and trails in that community while accommodating development in the City 
in a way that is mutually beneficial. 
 
G. Coordination With Neighboring Communities’ Land Use 
Policies 
In broad terms, the land use and zoning in South Portland is generally consistent with 
the land use and zoning in adjacent communities.  Along the major corridors, the land 
use proposed in the Future Land Use Plan (see Chapter 6) is compatible with the zoning 
in the adjacent community.  This includes the Cottage Road transition where low-
intensity nonresidential use is desired on both sides of the City line, the Main 
Street/Route One corridor where both the City and Scarborough have reasonably 
compatible visions, and for the Payne Road/Westbrook Street area where the three 
communities have similar visions for future development.  The Portland Jetport 
straddles much of the boundary between Portland and South Portland.  The only area of 
significant conflict is in the Outer Highland Avenue area where the land in South 
Portland is developed primarily for moderate-density residential use while a portion of 
the land in Scarborough is zoned Industrial and developed for a variety of nonresidential 
uses.  Assuring that the impacts from this nonresidential development including truck 
traffic does not negatively influence the City’s residential neighborhoods remains on 
ongoing concern. 
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Chapter Eight: Implementation Strategy 
 
 
Part 2 of this Comprehensive Plan lays out a wide range of actions that the City of South 
Portland and other community groups will need to undertake to carry out the identified 
policies.  For this Plan to be successful, the City needs to systematically and 
comprehensively implement these recommendations.  This chapter sets out a 
recommended implementation strategy to guide that process. 
A. Management of the Implementation Process 
Successful implementation of the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan will 
require that there be ongoing oversight of, and responsibility for, the implementation of 
the Plan.  In simple terms, some body or group must “own” the plan and be accountable 
for the progress in implementing the Plan.  While the ultimate responsibility for 
implementing the Plan’s recommendations lies with the City Council, it is unreasonable 
to expect that the Council will manage the implementation of the various proposals.  The 
staff of the Department of Planning and Development will play a major role in 
implementing the Plan but it is recommended that the City Council designate a 
committee or board to have overall responsibility for the implementation process. 
 
Therefore, a key implementation strategy is for the City Council to designate the board 
or committee that will have this responsibility.  This could be an ad hoc Comprehensive 
Plan Implementation Committee appointed by the City Council consisting of Council 
and Planning Board representatives together with members of the Update Committee 
and interested citizens.  An alternative would be to assign this responsibility to the 
Planning Board or another group.  This “implementation group” should have the 
following responsibilities: 
 
 Coordinating the submission of the Plan to the State for review including 
consideration of any feedback from the state on the plan.  If the State finds that 
changes in the Plan will be necessary for the state to find the Plan consistent with 
the State Growth Management Program, the City should consider whether 
changes should be made, and if so, the group should recommend revisions to the 
City Council to bring the plan into conformance with the state standards. 
 
 Coordinating the efforts of the City staff and other boards and commissions to 
implement the recommendations. 
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 Providing the City Council with periodic reports on the progress of implementing 
the Plan together with proposals for revising the implementation strategy and/or 
amending the Plan if necessary. 
 
 Conducting periodic evaluations in conjunction with the City’s established 
strategic planning process to review the progress in implementing the Plan and to 
identify implementation priorities for the coming year. 
B. Policy References 
The Implementation Strategy that follows in Section C lays out a strategy for 
implementing the proposals set out in Chapter 5, Community Goals and Policies, and 
Chapter 6, Land Use Goals and Policies.  Section C is indexed to the lettered headings for 
each plan element in Chapter 5 so the full language and context of the proposal can be 
easily referenced.  References to the appropriate plan element and policy are indicated in 
the first column by a listing such as C.1.  This means that the proposed activity is the first 
policy under element C. Natural Resources.  All actions from Chapter 6, Land Use, are 
identified in the first column by FLUP.  This means that the proposed action relates to 
the Future Land Use Plan in Chapter 6. 
 
As a note, not all policies are referenced in the Implementation Strategy.  Many policies 
in the Plan simply direct and encourage the City of South Portland to maintain current 
regulations, programs, and partnerships.  These ongoing activities are only included in 
the Implementation Strategy if they require active participation by the City in the future, 
and not simply leaving current ordinances or guidelines alone. 
C. Implementation Strategy 
The Implementation Strategy lays out a program for carrying out the various policies 
that are set forth in this Plan.  The various strategies are assigned to a time frame for 
implementation as follows: 
 
Ongoing Activities – These are actions that the City routinely does on an on-
going or annual basis or that are already in progress. 
 
Immediate Activities – These are actions that should be completed within one 
year of the adoption of the Plan. 
 
Short-Term Activities – These are actions that should be completed within two to 
three years of the adoption of the Plan. 
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Longer-Term Activities – These are actions that will take more than two to three 
years to complete.  In some cases these are initiatives that cannot be undertaken 
under present circumstances, and will need to be put aside for a number of years. 
 
For each action, the Implementation Strategy identifies the person, group, or 
organization that should have primary responsibility for carrying out that activity.  The 
strategy recognizes that other people, committees, or organizations in addition to the 
designated primary implementer will be involved in many of the actions.  The intent is 
to set out the person, group or organization that will be the “mover” for that strategy 
and will be responsible for seeing that it is carried out. 
 
The Implementation Strategy is presented as a multi-page matrix beginning on the next 
page. 
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Capital Projects & Funding 
C.1 & G.5 
Continue to fund implementation of the 
Stormwater Program Management Plan  
City Council 
E.7 
Continue to do intersection improvements along 
the arterial corridors 
City Council 
E.12 Continue to fund the SP bus system City Council 
E.17 & E.32 Expand the Transit TIF District when appropriate City Manager 
E.21 & H.5 
Implement the sidewalks and trails plan for the 
west side of the City 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.25 Improve bicycle facilities 
Bike/Ped Committee & 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
G.1 & J.2 Maintain the annual capital budgeting process City Manager 
G.6 Support the Community Center and Library City Council 
H.1  Maintain and fund the Land Bank Fund City Council 
H.3 & FLUP Invest in improvements to Mill Creek Park City Council 
J.1 Pursue economic growth  
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
J.3 
Use tax increment financing to minimize the 
impact of new or expanded development  
City Manager 
Policy 
Reference 
Activity 
Primary 
Responsibility 
Ongoing Activities 
Regulatory Issues 
C.6 
Periodically review the wetland protection 
provisions 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
C.10 Update the City’s floodplain mapping 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
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J.4 
Consider using impact fees and other funding to 
expand facilities 
City Manager 
FLUP 
Improve infrastructure in Knightville-Millcreek 
and other commercial and neighborhood centers 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
Partnerships and Other Initiatives 
A.4 & F.1 
Support construction of affordable housing when 
there is a demonstrated need  
City Council 
B.1 
Provide ongoing funding for economic 
development programs 
City Council 
C.14 
Continue the ongoing program of disaster 
planning 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.1 Work to reconfigure Exit 4 on I-295 City Manager 
E.2 
Work to improve the connection to the 
Scarborough Connector 
City Manager 
E.14 
Expand programs to get students and employees 
to use transit 
Bus System Manager 
E.18 Develop a more integrated regional transit system Bus System Manager 
E.24 & H.5 
Link pedestrian (and bicycle) facilities with 
regional systems 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
H.4 Expand actual and visual access to the waterfront 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
I.1 Support the SP Historical Society City Council 
Immediate Activities (Within 1 Year) 
Regulatory Issues 
A.1 & FLUP 
Revise zoning in established residential 
neighborhoods 
Implementation Group 
B.4 and B.5 Review and revise Site Plan Review procedures Implementation Group 
C.8 
Require vernal pools to be identified and 
addressed in development proposals 
Implementation Group 
C.11 Update floodplain management provisions  
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
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C.13 & D.3 
Update development review requirements 
relative to significant wildlife and marine habitats 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.4 
Update access management standards along 
arterial corridors 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.15 
Revise parking requirements to reflect transit 
support 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.16 
Revise development standards to address 
provision of transit facilities 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.26 
Revise development standards to address 
provision of bicycle facilities 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
F.3 & F.4 Revise the treatment of small apartments  Implementation Group 
I.6 
Revise the development standards relative to 
historic and archaeological resources 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
Short-Term Activities (Within 2-3 Years) 
Regulatory Issues 
A.3 & FLUP Revise zoning along major corridors Implementation Group 
B.7 & FLUP Revise zoning in Knightville/Mill Creek  Implementation Group 
B.7, D.1 & 
FLUP 
Revise zoning in the “eastern waterfront” Implementation Group 
D.2 & FLUP Revise zoning for the marine industrial areas Implementation Group 
E.29 
Review/revise on-street parking limits in 
commercial and neighborhood centers 
Police Department 
FLUP 
Revise the zoning in the general Maine Mall area 
west of I-295 
Implementation Group 
FLUP 
Update the provisions for the treatment of “urban 
agriculture” 
Implementation Group 
FLUP Revise the treatment of manufactured housing Implementation Group 
FLUP 
Adopt design standards for development in 
commercial areas 
Implementation Group 
Studies and Plans 
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B.6 
Investigate the feasibility of South Portland 
Technology Park 
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
B.9 
Explore ways to reduce energy costs for 
businesses 
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
C.2 
Explore alternative funding for stormwater 
management 
Water Resources 
Department 
C.4 
Develop watershed management plans for Red 
Brook, Barberry Creek, Trout Brook, and Kimball 
Brook 
Water Resources 
Department 
C.9 Explore vernal pools transfer program Implementation Group 
C.12 & G.7 Develop a “sea-level rise adaption plan” 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.22 & FLUP 
Develop a long-range plan for pedestrian 
improvements including Knightville-Millcreek 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.26 
Explore expanded shared and/or public parking 
in Knightville/Mill Creek 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
H.2 
Develop long-range management programs for 
the City’s parks, recreation areas, and open space 
Park & Recreation 
Department 
I.2 & I.3 
Identify and document the City’s historical 
buildings and sites and support National Register 
designation 
Historical Society 
K.1-K.5 
Adopt, fund, and implement a “climate action 
plan” 
Energy Committee 
FLUP 
Undertake study of Mill Creek to develop a long-
range redevelopment strategy 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
Capital Projects & Funding 
E.13 
Increase the frequency of transit service along 
major corridors 
City Council 
E.23 
Review and revise intersections with free right 
turn lanes 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
G.4 
Provide expanded facilities for the Public Works 
Department 
City Council 
I.4 Develop an historical sign program and Historical Society 
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educational materials 
L.3 
Establish a policy of including public art in the 
cost of public building projects  
Arts Commission 
L.4 
Establish a policy on the quality of public 
architecture 
Arts Commission 
Partnerships and Other Initiatives 
B.14 Broaden STEM initiatives  
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
B.16 
Develop and implement an economic marketing 
strategy 
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
B.17 
Create and implement a regional “business anti-
pirating” agreement 
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
E.9 Establish a “complete streets” policy 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.27 Develop bicyclist education program  Bike/Ped Committee 
F.5 & K.7 Encourage use of “green building” techniques  
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
F.6 & F.7 
Improve energy efficiency of older residential 
properties 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
K.6 Promote recycling Recycling Committee 
L.1 Establish an “Arts Commission” City Council 
L.2 Establish a public arts program  Arts Commission 
Longer-Term Activities (Beyond 2-3 Years) 
Regulatory Issues 
FLUP 
Explore the use of Form Based Coding for some 
areas such as Knightville and the neighborhood 
centers as an alternative to traditional zoning and 
design standards 
Implementation Group 
Studies and Plans 
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C.7 Explore the creation of a “wetlands bank” 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.5 
Explore possible improvements to the Broadway 
Corridor 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.6 
Explore ways to channelize traffic to signalized 
intersections along the Broadway Corridor 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.19 
Explore a water-based transportation link 
between the Shipyard/Spring Point area and 
Portland  
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.20 
Explore the use of “fixed-guideway” vehicles as 
part of the transit system 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.30 & FLUP 
Prepare mini improvement plans for each 
commercial and neighborhood center including 
provisions to maximize customer parking 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
Capital Projects & Funding 
E.3 Reconstruct Main Street as a “complete street” 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.8 & E.31 
Adopt impact fees for improvements on the 
arterial network as needed 
City Manager 
E.11 
Improve access to the industrial areas between 
Highland Ave and the Rigby area 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
E.22 
Implement the long-range plan for pedestrian 
improvements 
Planning and 
Development 
Department 
G.2 & G.3 Improve City Hall facilities City Manager 
Partnerships and Other Initiatives 
H.6 
Promote SP as a location for large-scale 
recreational and cultural events 
Economic 
Development 
Committee 
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Chapter Nine: Capital Investment Strategy 
 
 
The capital investment strategy is intended to assist the City of South Portland in 
planning for the capital investments needed to service the anticipated growth and 
development in the community and to implement the policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan in a manner that manages the fiscal impacts of those projects.  The City has an 
ongoing capital planning and budgeting system that addresses the community’s on-
going needs for capital equipment and facilities.  The City’s current capital planning 
process serves as the basis for this capital investment strategy. 
A. Capital Improvement Plan 
A Capital Project is defined by the City as: (a) any physical public betterment or 
improvement and any preliminary studies and surveys relative thereto, (b) the 
acquisition of property of a permanent nature, (c) the purchase of equipment for any 
public betterment or improvement when first erected or acquired, and (d) the purchase 
of equipment and vehicles, either the first acquisition or the replacement thereof, for use 
by the various departments of the City. 
 
The City conducts an annual capital planning process as provided for in the City 
Charter.  The City Manager annually prepares and presents a seven-year Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP) to the City Council.  The plan includes a capital budget 
identifying the capital projects proposed to be undertaken in the upcoming fiscal year 
including the respective costs and sources of funding.  In addition, the CIP includes a 
capital program of proposed capital projects for the succeeding six fiscal years and their 
estimated costs.  The CIP covers all aspects of the City’s operation including cultural and 
recreational facilities, environmental protection, general government, parks and open 
space, public safety, and public works and transportation.  Excerpts from the adopted 
2012-2013 CIP are included in Appendix N. 
 
The ongoing capital planning process and the current CIP address many of the 
investments needed to implement the goals and policies of this Comprehensive Plan.  
For example the 2012-2013 capital budget includes funding for continued sewer 
separation activities to reduce CSOs, funding for the Land Bank account, the local share 
of the acquisition of bike racks, Knightville infrastructure improvements, funding for the 
sidewalk program, and funding for a number of traffic/bicycle/pedestrian projects in 
addition to building maintenance and equipment replacement.  Similarly, the future six-
year program addresses many of these issues. 
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B. Capital Projects Necessary for Implementation 
This Comprehensive Plan calls for capital investments in a number projects that involve 
improving the delivery of community services and enhancement of the quality of life in 
the community.  While funding for a number of these projects is included in the 7-Year 
CIP, there are some projects that are not currently addressed that the City will need to 
consider to implement the goals and policies set forth in Chapters 5 and 6.  The following 
is an overview of the projects needed to implement the recommendations of this Plan 
that are not currently addressed in the CIP – these are not listed in priority order: 
 
1. South Portland Technology Park – The Comprehensive Plan (and the Economic 
Development Plan) calls for investigating the feasibility of developing a “technology 
park” in conjunction with local educational institutions.  While the scope of this effort 
and the need for subsequent City investment in such a facility is unclear, this project 
could require the future allocation of City resources in addition to outside funding. 
 
2. Watershed Management Plans – The City is in the process of developing management 
plans for a number of stream watersheds.  The long-term implementation of these plans 
may require additional City funding in future years to improve water quality in these 
streams. 
 
3. Sea-Level Rise Adaptation Plan – The City is also in the process of assessing the 
implications of possible future sea-level rise.  This includes the implications for the City’s 
infrastructure.  Some improvements may need to be made to address these potential 
impacts.  While some of these costs may be included in normal improvements, there may 
be additional costs for elevating and/or floodproofing City facilities that are susceptible 
to an increased risk of flooding and storm damage. 
 
4. Millcreek Design Study – The Plan envisions that the City will undertake a study of 
the Millcreek area in conjunction with property owners to develop a long-term vision 
and improvement plan for this portion of the community.  The City will need to fund the 
design study and then be prepared to invest in infrastructure and parking improvements 
needed to support private redevelopment.  While some of these costs may be able to be 
covered by a TIF and/or impact fees, some City investment may be needed. 
 
5. Wetland Banking – The Plan proposes that the City explore the use of “wetlands 
banking” as a way to facilitate desired economic development.  The establishment of a 
“wetlands bank” may require an initial City investment that can be recouped as property 
owners and developers utilize the wetlands “in the bank” and pay the City for this right. 
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6. Neighborhood Center Mini Improvement Plans – The Plan envisions that the City 
will work with the property owners in each of the identified commercial and 
neighborhood centers (see Chapter 6) to develop improvement plans for that area.  The 
expectation is that the City will then financially participate in infrastructure 
improvements in each neighborhood to implement the mini-plan.  This will require an 
allocation of City funding. 
 
7. Main Street “Complete Street” – The Plan proposes that the City reconstruct portions 
of Main Street as a “complete street” to re-establish this street as a local, city street rather 
than a state highway.  While it is too early to determine how such a project could be 
funded, it is likely that the City will need to pay at least the “local share” of the project 
cost if this is a state project.  
 
8. Industrial Access – The Plan proposes that the City explore ways to improve vehicular 
access to potential industrial development land between Highland Avenue and the 
Rigby area.  This project will probably require an investment by the City if a feasible 
approach is developed.  While some of the costs may be able to be recouped through a 
TIF or impact fee paid by the benefitting property owners, there will probably be some 
City investment needed to make this project feasible. 
 
9. Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities – A major focus of the transportation element of the 
Plan is on providing expanding transportation alternatives.  The City currently includes 
funding for both sidewalks and other pedestrian and bicycle improvements in the 
annual CIP.  Implementation of the Plan will require a greater level of investment in 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities than is currently funded through the CIP.  While outside 
grant money and private funding may be available to offset some of these costs, the City 
will probably need to increase its annual, ongoing investment in these types of facilities. 
 
 
 
 
